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~ ·.Bomb

Scare At NYLS

Russion ~ssiles were o;,_ the way:
· that they ~ ould 1wt even be
By Michael Greifinger
A bomb scare hit NYLS Thur- ·policemen on · the ·scene agree,
,On November ~. cit~ns across ~ classified as homo sapiens. Another On.November 9, 1919, a.reported,: , . sday; November Uth. when a although the ·sergeant on the
gruesome sb!tistic ofa nuclear. w~. ly fail-safe computer responded to the Country had a chance to vote ·
crank caller claimed tliat all scene stated that it wouldn't be
have been only minutes from
aa:prding to-Dr. Herbert-!,. Abrams
three buildings· on Worth. Street necessary tQ call-~l~~m~u,qt!ad - : _
on nucle~ freeze~ initi1t.ti\"es on
nuclear deatli when these technical
of the Harvard Medical School, is
' . their ballot. . There referendum
would be blown up at 6":46' P.M. since th.ere wasn't enougli suberrors were spotted. What if an er- · · t>n operator at 57 Worth got the stantial eYidencil to justify it.
that if the corpses produced by a
w.ere endorsed overwq_elmingly. It
ror is not detected in time?"Nuclear
war between U .S.S.R. and the U.S.
now appears that the majority of
call at approximately 6:15 and
The buildings were then ,.
bombs are so devastating,. that at
were laid end to end, they would
the people believe that a nuclear
prQmptly
informed
Dean e-vacuated, causing many ·
the Novembe.r, 1980 conference of
reach_from the earth. to the moon.
weil_pons freeze followed by major
Graham. · The New York City stud!ln~s and professors to il_l·
relluetions is negotiable and
The nuclear _pow~. ind~ustry has · the Physicians ·f(!r Social Responpolice were called on the scene to terrupt their classes:- One class:
sibility, Dr. H. Jack Ge_iger said, ''It
'boasted that there have been no
verifiable and is in the best securidetermine ·an appropriate course Suretyships and Mortgages
is my belief that any physician nticlear disasters, and no major
• ty interests of our nation and the
of action..
taught by Prof. Milton . Silver·
who e.ven takes part in so called
wars, in the fast 40 years, However,
·According to N.Y, L.S. security man, wasn!t informed of . the
world.
emergency
medical
disaster
plannit seems that \ve have come frightThe peo_ple are finally awakening
. guard, Gary BroWl)., a husband evacuation until 6:45 PM.- the
ing - specifically_to meet the profully close on more than one ~ to the disastrous coll/jequences of aof a . NYLS student approached
time the bomb was suppossed.to
blem of nuclear attack - is co.m mit•
-sion to destroying ourselves or our
nuclear incident. Ifyou're within a
him to find out what: was hap- ' go " off. Luckily, Professor
ting a Rrofoundly unethical
He
neighbors. Rear Admiral:Gene R.
pening. Gary went to speak with Silverman acte.d swiftly, and his
few miles Qf, a nuclear detonation,
is·deluding himself or herself, his
LaRocque, United States Navy
you will be incinerate<} on the spot!
Dean· Graham and· sugg-ested students scampered out of his
or her colleagues, and l}y implica- _, that all three buildings be class in record time.
(retired), suggests that a nuclear
Ifyou happen to survive the initial
tion the public at large, into the . evacuated. "You should- never · By · 7:00 P.M. the police had
· war~maY be-started by mechanical
blast, the deadly radiation, either
false.belief that mechahlsms of sur.mishap or electronic and-personnel
4irectly, or from ~lout, in"4 dose of
take a craiili call like this as a
left the scene and it was deter'
viv!ll in :llnY meaningful social
errors. ~ ! tells of a situation in
joke,~'. Gary told Equitas.
400rems could kill you within two
.mined that the call. was a crank,
sense are possible." (For more inwhich ·one 'Of our strategic subweeks. Your hair would fall out,
Dean Graham and the three
and classes resumed.
'
marines, the George Washington, 'formation write Physicians for
• your skin would be covered witli
rammed a Japa.nese ship and sank a war games tape by-turning on all
luge ulcers.yoµ would.vomit and
Ameri~ early warning systems
it. Th'is is one of oqr best missile
experience diarrhea and you would
around the world. .You and I may
submarines?° Admiral :LaRocque
die of.infection or massive bleeding
also tells of incidents in w.hich
as your white bloocicells ceased to
Social Responsibilcy, P.O. Box144,
function.
.
nuclear weapons have literally
Watertown, MA 02172).
fallen _out of airplaines. In fact,
If you.have less than.400 rems of
These gruesome facts just serve
some years ago, a nuclear weapo,n
.
.
exposure to thls.deadly radioactivi~ relnind-us_th~t. while thesituafell out of.a ska~tiombermthe .tion is.not yet--hopelt!flS,~isrunti, you have a high likeliliodd of
·carolinas, landed.in a swiunp;"and
developing leukemia within five
ning ~t..We can no'longer deperiP.
convicted person will be given..
By DAVID MELO
to this day ~not been found. The
years; llli:oshima survivors were
on good 'luck or the 'goocJ will' of
In Morris'
he did not make
On November 5, 1982" Eugene
Defense
Department
bought
the
thirty times more likely io have
politicians to prevent armaggedoli.
a deal with the-prosecution and
"Mercury" Morris, the former
land,~ a.fence armµid it, and callthis fatal disease than the unexposWe must take our fate into our own
the mandatory sentence was not
Miami Dolphins running back,
ed it a nuclear "safety" area.
.
ed population. And between t9-i5
hands. The nuc;lear freeze referenwaived.
•
was
convicted
in
Dade
County
Daniel
Ellabel'g,
assistant
to
and1.963 several bunilredthousand
dum was a ~ start,but we-can't
The
issue
here
is·
not
~het;her
Circuit
Court
of
trafficking
in
former
SecretaTy
of
Defense
American t!oldiett were mlln:hed
stop there.
m:ust continue to
or not cocaine should be ill~gal; ·
McNamara, reminds.us ofan acci• through areas in Nevada where
keep the heat on our -government. cocaine, and now faces a J[lan"
but ·rather how should society
datory sentence of fifteen years
dent- in 1961 when, an Ai_r. Force' , 1e¥ers, let them know- that the
atomic weapons were tested. ~e
planacarrying a 24-megaton bomb
rate ofleukemia among, these men.
discredited policies,of the past are -in prison without the possibility·' deal with those who violate the
laws which prohibit its
of parole under a to1,1gh Florida
crashed in North Clll"Olina. On
, has been 400 times th·e national
n9 longer acceptable.
•
anti-drug statute! He was arrested
possession and sale. Despite its
crash impac:€,, five 9f the six in- . .
average.
·
·
ever increasing_ popularity and terlocking safety mechanisms on at his South Miami home on
An all-out nuclear war between
the philosophical debate over
August.
18th
when
he
sold
.
456
the
bombs
failed.
Only
one
switch
the U.8' and the Ufl.S.R. could kilf
whether or not rationale adults
grams
of
the
drug
to
an
undercover
kept
the
bomb
from
unleashing
,the
hundreds of millions of people and
should be prohibited from using
equivalent of 1,000 Nagasaki-type
officer of the Florida Department of
subject-the survivors to radiation
whatever substances they
Law Enforcement.
explosions! By mistake, we also
sickness - and cause countless
choose to, cocaine will undoubonce dropped ~n Spain four
mutations of the genetic blueprint
tably remain illegal for a long
Morris played. in the Miami
plutonium. bombs which fortunate· of ~~ies. In fact, some scientime to come and any suggestion
backfield .and returned kicks
ly did
explode.
tists-piedid that ifour nuclear inof its legalization is simply
during the Dolphins' glory years
sanity continues, our great- ~ : The (allure-or a 46• computer part
unrealistic.
in the early 1970s. He rushed for
has produced a -false signal that
grandchildren ~ be so-mutated,
When viewed against the senl
1,000 yards in 1972 when the
tences given to other types · of
• l)Qlphins went undefeated and
law breakers the tough man•
went· on to win·_the Super .Bowl
against Washington.. He heard · datory sentences which drug Jaw
.
violators face· are unjust. How
the fans' cheers ··in the Orange
often do muggers, armed robBowl and at victory ~des and
' .By Louie Bivua
bers-, rapists, arsonists and
played in the Pro Bowl
others who, destroy the quality
Predictably,
the
media
the element of biculturality is in• • pursued two avenues. Utilizing
It has been estimated that
of life ever do fifteen years? As
troduced. ·
..._
applicable federal and state· . coverage of the .conviction emthere ~ ipproiimaWY . Rve,
Ron Stra1µ1s, Morris' attorney
phasized the,tragedy ot a former
' Bilingual education. as definei:I.; 1 legislation, · litigants • - and
million children of schoof ~
said about his client: "He didn't
football star who ·went wrong
involves basic considerations proponents have attempted to
' whose parents' speak a language
lcil,l ,anybody, he didn't ch.op off
and ~ust pay for his mistake.
other tharl English.' These children
regarding language and·.ill .an , • institute - bilinguaJ/bicultural
anybody's arm. If he-did, he'd be
The real tr~y. however, is the
educational . tool. .Its concern education as an appropriate
face added burdens when.~usting_
out in three years." .
harsh mandatory sentence which
regardiJJg linguiati!= minorities, ·remedy for · past discrimination •
to a: public school environment
Even a casual examination of
proscribes a punisliment out of
involves questions of national based on national origin. The
which has traditionally emphasizproportion to the severity of the, Florida sentencing reveals that
origin.
,
second approach has involved
ed only•the language and gilture of
persons • who commit more
crime. The sentencing judge, in
A fundamental premise of
the use of litigation, either in the
the' mainstream English-speaking
serious crimes than ·Mercury
this case Judge Ellen Mor. bilingl;lal education· is that the context of desegregati9n suits,
society.~ The result has been a
Morris did might very well get
best medium of instruction is the or actions
seeking
equal . phonios Gable, is denied the
diaprop_o.rtionat:e drop-out rate.•
a lot less than fifteen years. Take
discretion allowed in -the sentenmoth.er_ tongue of the child.•
educational opportunity.
the case of Frank Cunningham,
Bilinguallbicultural ed~Clltion
cing of most. other. crimes. The
Its · use ~in - the classroom,·
Within the context of bilingual
convicted of manslaughter after
is an approach designed to
convicted persoil's prior record,
. bilingual ed~tors argue; allows legislative.remedies, the primary
he killed a man .in a drunken
bridge the gap between limited
attitude · and the future danger
the process of education, to con- piece of fe<ieral l'egislatiorr is the·
struggle over a shotgun. CunEnglish-speaking· s~dents and
to society become irrelevant.
-tinue ftom · the ,home to the Bilingual Education Act of 1974.•
ningham was given three years
those with an· English-speaking
The judge is-tillowed, however,
_ classroom not hindered.' Its use The act did not .mandate biin prison and put on probation
background; It has almost as
to reduce the sentence· ,i f· the
will pepnit ·the insti:uct~r to , lingual/biculiural education profor ten years. On · appeal. the
many definitions as supporters
pr osecution makes a moti~n
~ -th~ ~owledge. J?OSsessed by grams. Its wording ~as structured
and detractors. The traditional,
based on the ·defendant having . length of the probation was
the c ~ m the foreign langu~ge so that local school districts would
definition "is that i~ is an
provided "substantial assistan- - found to be . excessive. Here is ·
for the .purp~ o~ transla~g be encouraged to implement il
how · the reviewing court sumeducational program in which
ce" in the apprehension of any
t~! un_derstanding_mto ~nglish. quality pro~. As a result, -it did
accomplices.• If the prosec11tion DllP'ized the facts of the case:
two langµages are mediums of
_Th~s•., 1t can be a· v~.hicle • .f?r not establish a· federal 13tatutory
instruction. The United Steates
·• for whatever reason does not ·' On the . day the victim met his
achieving fluency and -literacy m right to biHngua) education.'
death, appellant had joined a
· wish to move to waive· the manOffice of Education has defined .
two languages. Consequently,
·
·
neighborhood . convocation
. bilingual 84ucation as: instruc·
datory sentepce,. then it must be
serious questions
regarding
Before passage of the act,
devoted to dice and hard liquor.
imposed _on the · defendant. ' A
tioh in two languages and the
educational policy, philosophical
the only effective : federal
After some hours, some money
defendant who has little to offer
use of those two languages as
direction and. political acceptance
mechanism
for
treating
and some liquor had pas~. apmediums of instruction for any
or wishes to conduct a defense
are ,raised as- to whether this disctimination agairu!t limited
withc;nit. making a deal is denied
pellant sustained what he rightly
part
all· ef the school
potential can or should be . ·English-speaking students in
regarded as an insult. He left ·-0n
curriculum~ Study of the. hist.ory
the chance to seek leniency from
realized.
public-schools existed in the use
and· culture associated with a
the sentencing judge. Judges, . foot, shoi:tly to return in his
• Legal efforts _in meeting the
of Title VI of the Civil _R4ghts
student's mother 'tongue is connot prosecutors, •should peter--ell"ucational needs of limited
··
f<:m1tin11,.d "" l'aw• 61
Englis_h-s~ng students have
. IC:ttntiniw,I 11n /'111./1" II I
nime the degree of punishment a
. ~ered ah integral part. Thus,

act.

.

f;l•uds Over
The Sunshin,
e State
.
case

We

not

...

0~ B ilingual. Education

or ·
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Machismo: Its Benefit
by Nita Bravo
... ~ ~ ~
woman wit.h a changed self. The theory tha.t economicalJy
disadvan·taged Puerto Rican
concept and higher self esteem.
(PR) women may be more asserEntry into mainstream
tive than PR men contradicts
American culture is by -no means
the reality of the middle class
easy, as can be deduced from the
woman who, in general. is not as
clamor that middle class women
have raised about similar dif.
sucioessful as the middle class
male.• It resembles, however,
ficulties. For the disadvantaged
the ecooomic:ally disadvantaged
PR·woman the hurdle is a higher
black woman's pattern ·of
one to jump a, it is compounded
greater success as compared to
by transition . from a different
the disadVIID_taged black male.
culture and 80Cial class. The pace
Although there are many
of acculturation affects upward
reasons why a person achieves • mobility so that the sooner the
mainstream is entered the .,
any measure of success, unless
she la assertive she will not be
greater mobility there might be.
able to manipulate her envitonAfthough strong feelings of
frustration inevitably surface, to
ment to attain her goals. lntuitively, it would seem that PR
cope, effectively with the
men might be inbre successful
divergent aspects of different
than PR women doe to the OP'
cultures,
extraordinary
preaalve • degree · to which
fJelribilitY, develops to lessen the
__..,,_ .imate ba ttae· PR
- - of Joa of identity. The
c:abmL !llhq_. .... . 0 to
dlMd-vaa~ PR male exaJoJ·•~onewould - - - - ldarllar emotional turaa lae adapts to a new en•
- - tlaim. to bli muter -via......-.L
viromDeilt. manlpalatan and
&Jaeref.._ more -S11ffettsfuL~disac:mmtaged PR father •
However, an examination
in NYC suffers alienation from a
role he learned as a child. · His
available literature indicates
that PR women are mm-e aucexperiences within the family
cesaful. Thia article ·will show
cause him to eventually change. bow the potentially harmful
While 95% of fathers with nonworking· wives-thought it har-bfmno of the PR culture has
been transformed into an advanmful for children if the wife
tage for PR women.
worked, only 68% of fathers with
_-1t appean, that PR women in • working wi¥e8 thought so.• This
New York City (NY.Cl enjoy
is a surprising attitude change in
more academic success and are · PR fathers because a macho
generally considers control overtherefore more assertive tlian
liis family a badge of honor of
PR men in NYC. Related to
academic succeu are effective
manhood.
:
factors such as ·iielf accept.a.bee
The double standard has,
and llelf esteem. A lack of-either
ironically, turned into an advanof theee factors may inOuence
tage for the female. . Because
the
_success of many
they have been disciplined more
_ young PR men. It is important
frequently anil chastised in
all PR to develop these effecgeneral for behavior oppositing
tive factors which aid in comacademic achievement, PR
bating feelings of inferiority and
women have had a tendency to
l>opelesamess engendered by a
suppress those desires that inlack of ·sue(ess. Negative
terfere with the suc:cesaful· comfeelinp usually restilt in PR
p)etion of academic studies. The
male youth ~thdrawillg
belief that boy• need not pursue
academic settings - a symptom
acaden:µc careers because they
of overwhelming academic and
can fend for themselves with litsocial frustration.
•·
tle adult supervision is actually
For the purpose of this article
anti-male. A father assumes that
assertive behavior "will be
his son, another 111acho, is
defined as those behaviors
beyond his control and will not
necessary ~ achieve academic
supervise him as rigidly
he ·
might his daughters. · In
success. These behaviors are a
economically disadvantaged
result of internal ~ including, having a positive self. neighborhoods. where · any , un·supervised person easily gets inimage and self esteem. Different
degrees of_aasertiveness may be
to trouble by " breaking the ·
law," lack of supervision may be
observed, varying according to
disastrous for the PR male. 1t is
level of academic achievement.
Therefore, a PR woman with a
unfortunate that these young
Juris Doctor is defined. as more PR men are generally allowed to
"acf out" instead of being
uaertive thin a PR woman with
disciplined a nd turned into
a Bachelor of Arts.
academic achievers.
Young PR women caught in
cultural transition suffer conflict. These ~omen must con.•
REFERENCF.s
currently- participate in two
1 Kaplan and Bean. Beyond
Sex-role Stereotypes: Little,
cultures
while
wondering
Brown and Co. Boston, 1976.
whether she is accepted by
either. While at home she may, ' 2 Araoz. Male PR parental self
be expected to be submissive, yet
image (how PR men in I'iYC feel
about being fathers). Columbia
in an academic setting she must
University, Ed.D., 1969.•
be asaertive. In spite of this internal conflict she will, more. • Avaµable.at the Library of the
readily than the PR male, join Centro de Estudios Puerthe mainstream American . toriquenos, City University of
the City of New York.
culture as an independent

If a corporation enters into_a contract to purchase real-.
property and then brings an action for specific performance.
' must.you di~cuss the ·law of corporations. contracts. real
property, civil"procedure and equity? How do you determine the
real thrust of the question? What are the examiners really
looking for?
.,. This is a critical issue spotting problem which ,s endemic 1;
the~ew Yori< Bar Exa·mination whicfl treats the law as one
integrated body ,.9t ptiocip_les or rules . ,.
·
·
· New·York ess{ly q~stions often integrate sevei af independent
areas ot law into one complex problem. This method allows the
Bar Examiners to test an applicant on a gre?t ·many of the 30
testable subject areas in·only six,essay questions.
. . Very few law students.develop these practical issu'e
recognition and analysis techniques during 'iheir academic
-training.
_
~
1}\at is why almost 20 hours are devoted to problem ,
integr~tion and analysis durinp t~ Marino.j~sephson/BRC.
cou~. No other course otters enrollees such extensive
preparation in handling-the New York e :~am·s .muftisubject essay
questions.
·
" , •·
...

maa·

of

academic

ror

For those students who want to learn New York CPLA
before the summer baf review, the Marino-Josephson/SAC
course will present this spring, free to BRC enrollees. a
Forge Ahead lecture series on New York practice by
Professor Ahhur A. Miller of Harvaro Law -School. .
Recognized as
of the finest 1eachers in the nation, ,
Professor Miller combines wit. and clarity. of expression with
total intellectual command of his topics. Co-author of the
prestigious treatise W1ght and~Miller. Federal Rule~, a
widely adopted civil procedure casebook and the Sum
and Substance of Civil Procedure, he is also a former
editor ofthe Harvard Law Review and a present member
of the American Law Institute. In addition. Professor Miller
is regularly asked by the Federal Judicial Center to
address Judicial Conferences across the nation.

from

one

as

I\J1ar1no~JOSephson/ BRC
71 B<oaclway. 17Ih Fl.. New YO<I<. N.Y. 10006
(212) 344-6180 • (212) 344-6181

Intematfonal Legal Studies Program, Bolo~a, lt_aly -~.
Medieval prince's bedchambers.
T~e _ayailapility · of .substantial
The expenence
scholarships, which are geperally
NYL~'s summer program in ' awar<!_ed to tho.s e who apply
Bologna. Italy ia well worth the
wit.hil) the time deadline (check
trouble of getting there. The
with the administration for the
~ offeteel · are interesting
·euct. dates), make the program
and merely require a paper .
offer that is hard to refuse.
.which is graded OD a • pus/fail
Bologna, the city, is a
basis. Tbme who attend are afmagnificent northern, Italian
forded the opportunity to·atudy
town- relatively free from
• variations' ·in the law· in one of
tourists; From there travel to
the grNtes!university cities free the other gt"e!lt cities of Italy,
from the inten.ee preuure of
Venice, Florence, Rome and
preparing for euma and com-Milan, is convenient. Nearby are
peting for top grades. . Special
beaches (Rimini and Ravenna)
lectures are held in varied
which are f.requented by an inlocation.a, for example t1t an old
ternat,ional crowd.
_~
monestary OD .- hill that Bologna is best laiown,
overlooks Bologna . or in a
perhaps, for its incredible

.
of attending
-

an

culinary delights. Students can
feast at the dormitory on the six- ·
course meals served -ttiere which
include unlimited wine and
mineral water.

Bologna's nightlife includes
s~veral discotheques, and this
city happens . to be · the New
Wave capital of Italy. However,
don't expect New York's 24 hour
pace. For a taste of-real Italian
pop music culture, Bologna offers ni.g htly sl:iows of Italy's'
famous "pop bands" in beautiful
Marherita Park.
.
If you haven't already made
plans for the coming summer
and want to have a wonderful
experience. get involved with·the
Bologna program today.

~ournalism (;ontest
Does journalis;_interest y~u? Do
you like to dig out information? Do
you like to write? If you answered
"yes,'' then enter the
THE PRESIDENTS C,QMMITI'EE
ON' EMPLOYMENT OF THE
HANDICAPPED'S NATIONAL
'JOURNALISM CONTEST.

Use your investigative and
writing skills to determine how
technology is helping disabled people become independent.
Here are some of the questj ons
that you will need to answer: Are
disabled people becoming self euf.
ficient because. of innovative
methoids in education? Are special
devices like electrical wheelchairs
or computer operated limbs affordable? Are job training methods
opening up career possibilities for
disabled people?

To enter _this contest you must be
a high school junior or senior and
your State must be participating.
Cash scholarships (totalling $6,500)
will be shared by five national winners. All State winners will win a
trip to Washington, D.C. as well as
State prizes.
For full details, write to:
State Chairman
Governor's Commit tee on
Employment of the Handicapped

c/o State Capitol
City, State (your Stat e
Capitol)
Or
The President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped .
Washington, DC 20210
(202) 653-5008
WR IT E
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AN ANALYSIS: REFUGEE· ACT OF 1980 AND ITS IMPACT ON THE CUBAN· REFUGEE
'
.
IMMIGRATION. WAVE OF 1980
'.
by Miguel Fittipaldi
This. article recounts the major
changes .brought about 'by the
Refugee Act of 1980,1 and how it·alters previous refugee legislation:
.Its emphasis specifically relates to
the Cuban refugee, with special attention to those Cuban refugees
· who were admitted during the
period o(._April 21st, 1980; to June
l!}tJ), 1980 when asudden
of
125,000 Cul:ian refugees were
granted a special-temporary-status
in the United States until CongreiJ
could efiectuate a meaningful
of action.• The June 19th,
1980 cutoff date w\ia extended to
October Ilth,J980. This extention
was granted for reasons of
"humanitarian concern" and to ensure a more equitable remedy to
the situation, in accord with the
President's determination.•

influx

course

The United States prior to 1921
did not enact any refugee prov:isions. Those who. did obtain sanc- "tuary were admitted. under the
general authorization of the Im."
migration laws.• In 1921, with the
enactment of the Quota laws, immigration opportunities_ for
refuge.es were considerably
curtailed.• This became apparent
when hundreds.of thousands were
routinely denied admission into.the
United States after fleeing Hitler's
oppression.• The United States did
-however participate a~vely in tru!
international refugee programs • .
which'followed World Waill, and
admitted tho~ds as refugees
persuant to special legisl~tive
.._ authorizations.'
·
United States policy considerations continue·to auport the admission of refugees. This'objective has
been-claruied by thEt Refupe Act
of 1980: Title l of the Ac\ d.ec\areeihe intention of Congress to continue 'the historic United States
policy to respond to tbe urgent
needs of persons subject to ~rsecution in their homelands. 't',his .includes, when appropriate,
humanitiarian assistance for their
care and maintenance in asylum
areas. efforts to promote transportation and p ~ . admission to
•this country of refugees of special
humanitarian concern to the
United- Stafes, and transitional
assistance to refugees in the United
States.•

. The term·"refugee'' as defined by
_,, th~ Refugee Act of 1980, states:
•
(A) Any person wh~ is out,side
, any country ofsuch person's nationality or in the country such
pers~>n last habitually resided,
and ·who is unable or unwi11ing
to return to and is unable or unwilling •to avail himself or
herself of the protection of the
country because of persecution
or a well- founded fea~r of
persecution on account of race,
religion, nationali_ty; membership~ a particular social group
or _political opinion, or (B) in
such special circumstances as
the President after appropriate
-consultation may .specify any .
person who is withi the coµnt11 -~
in which such person is habitualy residing, and who is
pe~ted or who
a well
founded fear of persecution on •
account of race, religion and nationality, m~ber:ship in a particular social group or political·
opinion.
The term refugee does not include·
any person who ordered, cited, .
assisted~or othe\-wise participated •
in the persecu,ti'lm of any person on
account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particularsocial group, or po1itical opinion.
· Th.e,definition of what constitutes
a refugee has been broad.e ned·
under tlie Refugee Act of 1980's •
new interpretation. It is at the
President's discretion to determine
· which individuals as weli as groups
of people found in their country of
origin will be classified as refugees

bas

into the United States; however it
and thus eligible to immigrate to
became the device most-commonly.
the United States. This is a special
used. because it afforded t he
deference not equally enjoyed by
greatest flexibility and discreother nations. It was pursuant to
_tionary authority. This view is contlµs specific provision that more
sistent with the Refugee Act of
than 1.25,000 Cuban refugees were
1980, which prohibits the use of
granted temporary admission. This
parole to admit large _·groups of
provision affords the possibility of
refugees. It could however be
refugee statll!I to tens of tho~d.s
of Cubans still within the cotJntry • employed to admit individual
refugees for "compelling reasons of
ofsuch person's nationa1ity claimpublic interest."" lri the instant
ing the status. This, however, is
case, "compel.Jing reasons of public
consistant with the prior treatment
interest" was interpreted by the
·of earlier waves of Cuban riifugees
President as Cuban refugees of
given. past and present United
,special h~m1U1itarii:tn concen:i to
.States policy considerations.
Immigrants-who are admitted as -..!.. the United States. Thus, substance
supe~ed form witliTe!IM_d to the
refugees may first be granted temporary admission under a discre- . Congressional intent of the use of
parole and: sub:sequently, 125,000
tionary authority known as parole.
Cuban refugees were. admitted, the
The term ''parole" is nowhere
vast' majonty under the parole
defined, -and. ·may encompass a .
(status pendin'g) classification.
variety of: situations in which a
It is apparent that this ·action
temporary stay in . th_e United
abridged the mandate of Congress
States is authorized. This dispensaset forth by- the Refugee Act of
tion does n9t grant any legal
1989. The incident also emphasizes
residence status.!.The status does
the discretio~ power of granting
allow temporary harboz:age in_this
what is in effect a blanket refugee
country for hUlJ!.ane~nsiderations
status, after Congresl!iolial ap-.
or for reasons rooted in the pul:>lic
'proval, to a group who for political
interest and provides wide flexibilireasons have been so designated
ty in work.ing final determinations.
aliens of special humanitarian COD·
It maintains the lega1 fiction that
cern to the United States. Such
the alien has yet to effectuate an
entry; although physiC!lllY present · discretion should not be. used arbitrarily when so many countries
in the United States. This provides
are experiencing similar. if not
the ability to deny certain substantive .and procedural rights which ::'- greater hardships, social, and
economic depravation as well as
would ot-r..e rwisehave been affordpo1itical dbmination. ·
ed if admitted ·under other
~igrant,s bornfo the Eastern
categories.
.
Hemisphere, wlio .because of
lJ'he parole status is ofspecial impersecution or fear of persecution
portance'since it was crucial in the
for race, religion, 'or political opiimplementation of granting tem, nion and who had fl~ a.communist
poraey admission to those Cubans
· who arrived jn the United States
or.;.c o~unist ~o_minated country or.
~ or any country within the
'betwee~ the.21st of April and ~e.
~areaofthe ~Eistand.
~loth of October l ~ Qd Haitians
wliocou1d not return to sucli:counwho were being processed by the
try Qr area on account -of race,
Immigration and Naturalization
religion or-.political opinion, '8.Jld
Service. The above were granted a
who was not a national ofthe coun- .
six month parole period and were
tzy or area where an application for
qualified as "Cuban'lHaitian enrefugee statui:i was being filed.,
trants" pending a final determinacould apply for conditiona1 entry intion in · the matter. Once this
to the United States." There was,
designated. pef!od expired .it was
however, no parallel Congressional
extended , _;o make additio1.1al
enactment which authorized the
studies and review. possible
alternatives.•• The Cuban/Haitian · use of conditional entry for anyone
born.in the.Western Hemisphere.
entrant status is identical to parole
It was not until the promulgation
and is consistant with re~~eyroof the Act of October 5th, 1978,
grams previously authorizeil with
which altered the global distincthe reception 0£ large numbers of
tion, and that a unified world wide
Cuban refugees fleeing the Castro
quot:11 system' Jll'SS P.:rovided afforregime.11 :Furthertiiore thir Presiding the benefits to conditional endent ofthe'.United,States after ap-•
. trants from all parts of the world
propriate consultation" with Con,gress determined that present jlnd . in a uniform fashion. 19 The condi- ·
tional entry was applicable to
former political prisoners a,nd their
refugees only, and was extensivefamily members and• persons in
ly employed for the a dmission of
Cuba with relatives in the United
Cuban refugees· who originally
States will be considered refugees
were not .qualified because they
of special humanitarian concern for
' were born in a Western'
the United States even thoug!i they
Hemisphere country. Prior to the
are still within their countries of
amendments of the Immigration
nationality or hab,itual residence.u
,This has substantial legal implica- ~ Act or°l 965l° thbse refugees admittions since such determination, . . ted were under the classification of
''special immigrants," which was
lllould afford full due process-rights
·before the parolee status could be . the functional equivalent of conditional entrants. Tiiis permitted inrevoked of an a lie!\.duly !n'Vi~d
the United Stat'ti11 under such• •iltviduals,.albeit from the Westerh
discretion." '
~ \ "-. ;, ' ·" Hemisphere to be -admitted is.
refugees. The vast majority of those
The standardl for' consideration
admitted under the special imseems rather unclear and arbitary.
migrant status were Cubans. This
The only cri.terion is that those ad-~
is attributed to the fact that Cuba
mitted be determined by the Presiwas the only communist~ominated
dent, and .with Congressional ap-'
country
in the .Western
provaJ, . as refugees , o( speci~l
Hemisphere. , .
humanitarian concern to the
The conditional entrY,. category
United States. .t\'ny riition state so
~as abolished.by the Refugee Act
designated would qualify. However,
of 11980," and a new statutory ·
there is no procedure by which inscheme was adopted. The·Act prohabitants of any country_could petivides for the admission of 50,000
tion the ·United States to grant
refugees annually for 1980, 1981,
them such status~
and 198.2, with other provisions to
- The use of 'parole for the admisprovide greater flexibility and the
siori of refugees into the United
admission of mo.re refugees if-deemStates has been.found unacceptable
by the legislature since tl).e Im- - ed necessary. This category of
refugees ·is exclusive of those immigration Act ot 1965.'"· Their
migrants who are subject to the
deliberations preceding·the 19.6 5
gene.ral numerical limitations. The
Amendments e,r:pressed dissatisfacAct also ·includes a provision to cope
tjon with such implementation of
11
the-parole status. It was never in-· ' with emergency conditions,22 such
as that encountered by the United
tended to act as a floodgate for the
Stl\,tes when admitting tens of
admission of thousands of refuget!:'

thousands of Cuban refugees dµrThe refugees which are dee.med
ing the Cuban Fortilla. .The onl_r eligible can be granted lawful per-.
condition for its implementation is
manent resident status after beirrg
physi_cally present in the United
that is be pursuant to Presidential
authorization ,after- appropriate
Stats for at least one year.• The Act
Congressional consultation ...
of November 2nd, 1966 orJy conferred Uiis.status after a two year pro.E_!llergency conditions are not absolutely '<leimed i>ut the Refugee
bationary period," justified by the
unforeseen · circumstance of the
Act of 1980 states:
Cuban exodus.. The Act is also part
That upon a determination by
prededent for the Refugee Act of
.. the President, and after ap- ·
1980, which encompasses the
propriate consulation that (1) an
unforeseen emergency refugee . refugee situapon and United States
policy considerations on a global
situation exists (2) '.the' admission of certain refugees in
scale._The probationary period is
re::ipon,se to the emergency . ju,itilied ,iince the reception of
refugees often bypasses the normal
situatiQD is· justifi~ by grave'
screening process... This. was the
humanitarian concerns or is
situation with the Cuban Fortilla
otherwise in the national inin 1980,.where no United States Qf•
terest, and (3) the admission to
ficial or agency supervised those
' the United States of these
leaving for the· United States from
_refugees can'itot be accomplishthe Post of Mariel, Cuba, They ared under the general sub.divi-sion (A) of the Act, the President'
rived at Key West are were processed and relocated to various resettlemay fix a number of refugees to
ment camps throughout the United
be admitted to the United
States." All arrivals were medicalStates during -the. succeeding
. ly screened as requi,-ed by law and·
period (not to exceed . twelve
under the general direction of the
montl).s); in respopse to the
Public Health· Service, medical
emergency refugees of special
·treatment or hospitalization were
humanitarian concern to the
United Syi.tes in1accord witn a
available for those who needed it.
1n general an applicant who
determination made by the
desires.to be admitted as a refugee
President after appropriate conhas the burden ofproof with respect
sultation provided under tbs
subsection...
ot the establishment of is
· elfgibility.00 Once having,pettioned,
It remains somewhat ~biguous
the applicants seeking refugee
as to what constitutes an emer~enstatus are interviewed either in the
cy situation. The Act thus provides
overseas immigration office or the
additional flexibility and discrerefugee camps, such as those to
tion, but lends itself to the criticism
which the majority of Cuban
that the plan does not provide any
refugees were transported for their
assurance of uniform appliction and
interviews and subsequent relocathat i~ is.totally discretionary and
can only be invoked upon a
tions after proper prQGeSSing.•• The
alternative interviewing can also..
Presidential determination.
It shou.ld ,.be noted. that those, . be scheduled in the offices of interested 'Nlllllltary.agencies depen-.
Cuban Tefugeea--oftbe-Cuban:,Fording on local conditions, If the imtilla are not immediately gr!ffited
•migration investigator or governpermanent resident ~tus."" Their
ment official decides the a,lien is not,
entry is in 'f~ conditional admisfirmly resettled in a foreign coun.sion subject to i!lspectiQn and determination of eligibility. The findings
try, is determined to be of special
humanitarian concern . to th.e
that they participatedJn persecuUnited States, and is admissible to
tion would invalidate any request
for refugee status and would moot · the United States as an immigrant,
then refugee status is granted. If an
the question of their aajustment to
alien is determined to be firmly
legal permanent residency. Those
who were members of the Cubanresettled in a foreign country he
becomes ineligible for refugee
Fortilla and who were imprisoned
status.•• The standard is vague. It
as criminals' in Cuba for serious
may be used with discretion so that
crimes were also excluded from adif"an alien is outside the country of
mission and were incarcerated penhis nationality and accepts employding a determination for their
ment or establishes a domicile or
deportation to Cuba:. The Cuban
engages in overt acts' which .ingovernment has caused quite a
dicate he may be:availing himself
dilemma with their refusal to take
of the host country, or combination
back these aliens. The problem is
thereof, this may be sufficient to
far from being resolved.
(Continued on Page 13)
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Winter Break Is- Better In The·Bahamas
..
'

-

Now that winter is here;-you're
' ,will be the greatest party time
break canl>ecome a re_ality.
- right in the· midst of final exams
ever held in the islarids. Your
When- thinking of . The
and all you can think .about is
vacation w!II begin with welcome
Bahamas, you may visualize one
winter break - relaxation, tenhappy hours and continue with.
island very distant from the U.S.
nis every day.:and ·a chance to
. fabulous . • beach ·· parties,
but~there are actually 700 islan· replace your pale complexion
fascinating calypso entertaincl.s which begin only 50 miles off
with a gplden tan. - A remote,
mt nt, shopping t rips, sightthe coast of Florida. .With con~
thought whe,n funds are low and , tinu""Ous. r eductions "in airline
seeing tours and super sports
there) ice hanging from your
activities. For further infor•
fares and connections from every
windowsill. ·
mation contact lnt ercollegiate
.major city. a slior:t plane , ride
- But thoughts of an in~n.Holidays Inc.: . 501 Madison
• could start·you on your way to a
sive wil\ter break ,in a location •..beautiful dark tan and loads....of
Avenue, New York, NY 10022,
_ with sea, sand and constant sun
800-223-0694; or your local travel
excitement.
is not ,.as far a.way as you may " Golf. tennis, fishing, sailing,
agent. (Prices may vary accor·
think. Those friendly. subding to operator and program).
scuba.diving, gambling, dancing,
tropical islands of Th~ Bahamas
With, year:round sunshine and
wind-surfing and gorgeous'
boast year-round ·sunshine such a wide range of sporting ac- "
beaches.:..literally anything unpedect for.every sun-worslupper
tivities, you"can truly ~y. when
der tne sun can be found in The
_ and sports enthusiast- :;:- and.
it.,come_s to W'mter Breaks, "It's
-Bahamas~except cold, dfeary
with .speciaf <Student prices,
.Better In 'The Bahamas."
weather.~ •
being in "paradise" , for win~
Winter Break in The Bahamas
~

THE QAHAMAS-The crystal waters of The· Bahamas offer the
sailpr 100,000 mifes of yachting pleasure. Sandy qay, off Nassau, is
only ·one of the hu.n dreds of uninhabited islands. and cays where the
onli f~iprinta in the .58:nd may be your own.
·
_
_

.G W Institutes. First Summer
Law Program· In London·
WASHINGTON, D.C.-The
1983 George · · Washington
University National Law; Center
first Summer Program in London will ·focus 9n •private in~rnational law and compar11tive
law. Two courses will be offered:
Legal Aspects of In~rnationaf
Business Transactions and
European Economic Community
Law.
The summer program in London will consist of four-week ·
term, July 11 to Aug. 5.
Examinations will be held on
Aug. 8and9...
To
promote • strong
.,s tu-uent/faculty relations,
:enrollment . is limitea to- .20
L students.
Classe_s will be conducteo at
the Institute of Advanced Legal
Studies_ in London• (IALS).
Housibg accommodations are
·available at Commonwealth Hall
• of the University: of London
which is within walking distance
_ of ~S.
•
- Students will be immersed in
the · 1egal and biisiness life of
·

a

Jerry Garcia ·B and

.

Rick .Marchese
~

The Felt Fol'U.\D-"Wa!I invaded by
_ ..._ "deadheads" on 4'hursday night,
November 11 as the Jerry Garcia
Band came to New York. for two
shows at.the arena: "Deadheads"
" for anyone not familiar with the
term, are.tne fanatical!ollowers of
the Grateful Dead whose lead
·guitarist Jerry Garcfa is one ofthetrue,folk-heroesof ther ock-and-roll
· era. Mr. Garcias' guitar playing can
be at once hypnotic and ' insp~ational, and he was cert~y iri fine
musical form tliroughout his per. formance at the late show, which
was the one I attended.

i\t_The 'Felt' Foriun

·

' _

- 1:1kirt and tye-dyea tee-shirt,.
ye~ old, shows no sign ofslowing
- oblivi9us to everything but the
down. Jerry Garcia ~ ks,op.
music.
Note: Nothing to do over th~
The· show ended with a classic
Thanksgiving break?· Forget the
Dead tune,. "D~al," a"!ong about
fate written by·Mr. Garcia and Mr. _i?oo'ks and head down to Montego
Bay, Jamaica for the first Jamacian
Hunter. Mr. Garcia waved to the
World Music Festival at the new
audience a t the , end of a _well
deserved encore and ·left the stage _ Bob MarJey Memorial Performing ·
,smiling. In fact, a lot of people had.
Coot,-,. Futumd pe,form,n ;,,.
elude the Grateful Dead,· The ·
,big grins on their faces as they filed
Clash,
The B-52's, Jimmy Cliff,
,out ·or .Felt Forum at about.:2:30
·a .m., nQt thinking or eating about · Sq(leeze, The English Beat, Toots ·
• the worrie~ of the next day. They · & The Maytais, and Rick James
.had witnessed a fine performance
(among others t~ be announced). ·
1from a guitar virtuoso who, at 4Q

Mr. Garcia, decked out in his
familiar bfack tee-shirt and ultra- dark sunglasses opened up the two
hour plus show with the song "Mission In The Rain," from his 1975
album entitleil "Reflections."
·-Aithoug!i. his v9ice sounded a bit
. rough (as it dfd <Juring the whole
show) his guitar playing was crisp
and quick, and matched.the quality of his work with the, Grateful
Dead. The extended -..blues solo
towards the end of ''Mission In The
Rain" brought'the crowd to its feet .
and. cheering for mo:r::e.. •
Mr. Garcia,_ proceed~ to play a
variety of numbers wnich he wrote
f!long with Dead lyricist Robert
Hunter, including a few new songs
rrom his recently released album
"Run For The Roses." Mued in
~ these-tunes were a couple of'
hits by other artists such as Bob
.Dylan cand, Jimmy Cliff. The
highlight of the show for ·q>e was
the·lengthy fast eaced version of
"The Harder They Come," the reggae clSBSic penned by-Jimmy_Cliff.
"· Thronpddeadheads danced-in the
aisles as Mr. Garcias' clip~, belllike guitar plaJini-paced the.crowd
along to .a·bouncing beat: Walking :
through the.aisles I aln:iost,tripped
over the i~t;,1>f a . girl who .was
floating along. in a long,. flowing

I Good Luck

London
and
will
visit· .
Parliament, one of the Inn.s ofthe Cour~, and Royal Courts of
Justice. Students will also meet.
with practicing attorneys who
specialize. 1n in ternational
business and financial law and
executives of multinational corporations and · international
banks.

• '!:he deadline for applications is
March 11, 1~83. Appµcations
·will be process¢ and qualified
appUcants accepted in order of •
rec~ipt of qeposits. The summer
program in London is open to
any 'student at an-American Bar
Association· approved law ·school.
who-'will have completed • one.
yest uf 'kcademic work prio~ to
J_uly 1, 1983. Graduates of approved law schools ·may also ·
enroll.
~
·
For further information write
or call Professor L•ewis D.
Solomon, director of Summer
"Program in Lo~don, George
Washington Uni v ersity.
National Law Center, 720 20th
- St.• N.W., Was hington, D.C.
20052.

on Finals?

I

..
- 12a:.132 Chambers· Street
New York, New York 10007
766-4211

li:at In· or'Take Our·,
Lun'bh ~and D_inner
Catering
Dining Room . __ _ -, . . .'. ; ..
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This is thet ime of year when
moat-students are studying for
finals. as well as furiously trying;
to complete papers. Hence,
library books ma_ke a mass
exodus from the shelves, some
never t:Q return again. As a mat,..
ter of common curtesy to your
fellow students, please reshelvE}.
thebooksr
•

·Outrage

What T~.See Off-Broadway

When lieniuses c.pens, work on
director, Eugene Winter, played by
less than "geniuses•: but surpristhe movie Parabula of'I)e_!th pas
David
Rascne;
a
fiesty
ingly humans
beenin progtess for tlu-ee years on
houseboy/body guard,
Geniuses is currently playing
a remote .Philipine island. As a
played by Thomas Ikeda; '\nd ~~
off-Broadway at Hie Douglas FairIn Outrage, author Henry
typhoon ravages• the island the
egotistical movie director, Milo
banks Theatre (432 West 42nd
Denker lias written a -courtroom
characters are confined to a l.{ll'.ge
McGee McGarr, ,played by Jay 0.
Street), but there is· no dou!>t that
drama so compelling that you-can- ,. "hut:"
The cast includes a not-soSanders. it is Broadway quaility and"highly
not:-belp but devour .it. It ~ a
dizzy .blond actref!S, Skye Bullene,
This play is sueerbly written,
recommended. Tickets at $16 are
classic dilemma of our times;
played by Christine Ebt>rsole; a sar•
directed and performed. It proquite affordable, even for a law stushould a decent-citizen take. the law
castic' screen writer, Joco Pyle,
gresses from a witty first act;to an
dent on a ·limited budget. Perfor- _
into his own lian'ds when justice
played by- Peter- Evans; a burly - emotional second act, and finally, - mances are Tues. throagh Fri. at 8
becomes a mockery?
_
make-up man who specializes in
to
hilarioU$ third act. Thep.m., Satu. at 7 and 10-p.m., atrd
This is the stolo/ of a struggling
wounds, Bart Keely, played by
characters are transformed from
Sun. at,3 and 7 p.m.
New ,York'iattomey, Ben Gordon,
Kurt _Knudson; a psychotic art
simplistic and one-dimensional to
who is faced with defending a client·
A Jaw student's b~sic diet is
wlio 'has no defense. The client,
pizza. It's chea~, it's- fast and
Dennis Riordan, is a God.fearing,
it's nutritiou~ No matter whe~
gentle and ho.nest
who comyou are -in ' the City, uptown or
mits an act of terrible violence.
-·
f - When his. daughter is raped and
downtown! there are a -variety O
murdered the killer is caught and
. pizza resta:ui-ants t'osatiate that
~
strongdesireforfOO<i. .
. _
_makesa'fdllconfession.Moreovl!rr;_, '_"
Hert are a few tips. lor !~ting
Riprdancan ide~ify h!S daugh1;et•s
•
•
b
jewelry, which wa,s Jound on the
_the-best pizza uy. •
man w~o killed her. B'\lt he !Snot_
ALI'S;WORLD'S
GREATEST-"PIZZA (2nd Ave.;
allowed to testify. The.indictment
- &tween 8ist -an<L82nd~: serves·
is dfsmissed and"the murderer-is
the best pizza in'town 24 how-s a
, fr~ ~use or technicali.t~es
day. They .allto ·deliver- in case ~ .enibedd~ m the law. Heru:t.5rolte?1·
you 're too ,la,zy to venture out.
'. ~~ all. that happened,
s
VINNIE'S (Amsterdam. 1iet- ~ wife di~. .
.
. .
'Mien 73rd ind 74th); Another ~-j , De~ ~Oii:\an then tak~justl':8
delight. The crust is great! 'File
mto'nis own ·l lands: 1{e kil!s his .
cheese , and sauce
delicious.
· ?8ughter.'s~urderer, turns-~ l f
Toe service is w~-lllld friendly
1.Ikto the~l~ce and ~olµnBetariGoly codn·
d lilt , b · ·
t Mamma,s~ •·• fesses. It ur then up to -~ r on
~ - e emg _a
• ··~pi:epare_ad~ell!'8fora-.c lie~twho
ORIGINAL .RAY'S (all over
· 18 determ.med to use h~ ~ l ~
town): The best places to. eat- · P~\'.~ ~ the world that Justice 1s ,v
·Ray's are on "17th and 3rd, 51st f bhnd• - .:an<f"2n'd and the ofigin'1 Ray's
The auth~, a m~r oithe New
,d ,._ At -. a slice
York bar, bas wntten a novel fill:. _
d. owntown· on 1..
.,.,.
•1 ,
ed 'th twi..._., d ·
·
Tb ~
·t•
littl
· · ·-- st·w than
Wl
""" an surpnses.
e
1_ s · a
e more ~ n
. • cliaraeters are r..eal and uriforgetste
mQSt; -~ut your ta
buds will
~table (especially. the 888istat}.t
appreciate it.
Distri
. ·ct- .Atto
· •
d te f
If you. happen to be studying
· rney, a gra ua . 0
in the, library and craving your _, NYLS): Yo~ ~?' _not agree with
"";te d'inner, t ry GOLD
the authors
cr1tic1em,
f avo,1
b "h
di of our
·irleg_a l
8Ystem, ut ~ e e~ Dlf ~ . stu_n
· STAR PIZZA' on'' West Broad(Left to right) Peter Evans, Da~d ~he, C~tilie Ebersole and
within walking distance of
you ~en, our s_y~m of Justice 18
Kurt Knudsen in a scene from GENIUSES, the hit comedy by
~•
finally put 011 trial.
;.fona~an Reynolds which Pla~ghts Horizon is presenting at the
Douglas Fairbanks Theatre on Theatre Row under the direction of
Gerald Gutierrez. Thomas Ikeda and David Ganison are also
featured in the com~y which has s~ d~necf.by An~w..J'-ckness,
lightlmg by. J ~i F. Ingalls and·costu'mes by Ann Emonts. Performances are Tuesday through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 7 and 10
p.m. and Sunday·at 3 ana 7, p.m.
- ·

By Henry Denker

Let T~m -Eat:
Pizza ·_
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Downtown Wine and Liquor Outlet
99 West Broadway
(Between Chamber al'\d ~ e )

267-7362 .
Baskets for all

occasions made

to order.

.\

.

Featuring a vast
selection of cordials
and -liquors

CORDIALS: Anisette, Apricot

German Llebfraumllch
750 ml.

Cflffl8 di':~
de Coco

82.39

French Somme11ere
Red & White

1som1.

. Creme

.

83.99

.CHAIIPAGNE-cou> DUCK

81 .99

PINK CHAMPAGNE
AMERICAN SPU~
750 ml.

4 Liter Burgundy & Chablis
51ngr1a·'
.
84.49 Diamond Lake

1•
1

82.69.

ll

~ i:

gift packs • pre-wrapped singles

SUPER PARTY PAC~
FREE_gift.wrapRingl
Rtgil-club Gin ·• •..•.'5.05
FREE party planning!
Regal Club Vodka •..• ts.OS
ROl1Cisco Dark Rum . •'6.10
FREE ~ellve,tl
RonCisco Light Rum • •'6.10
All solid cases of wine
LOWEST PRICES . ·
DISCOUNTED!
PERMITTED~BY LAW!
Full m,e of GIFT BOXES
Not responsible
Best Service & Sel~on In World Jrade Area. for typOgraphical
- •. erl'Of'S.

Patent Laws-To Create Or Not To Create?
_
That Is. The Question For The.Peoples Republic Of China .
By Michael G. Marinangell
Have ybu ever known a person
who has never been in a car, made
a telephone call, or watched television? Impossible or unheard of in
this day and age? No, not in countries where bicy~les and foot
mesangera are as common as
aspirin and radios are in ihe United

t)

.,.,.

public.
.
Chief Justice Taney, of the
United States Supreme Court, as
Carback as 1850, spoke of the "lost •
arts," -known -to the ancients, bu~ I ·.
which died with their inventors or ·
discoverers:
It is well known that centuries
ago discoveries were made in certain arts, the fruits of which have
come down to. us, but the meansby.

States. The Peoples Republic of
'China, for example, which has been
in existence for a few thousand
years, still remains a predominant. which the work was accomplished,
ly agric:u]tural society in great need are at this day unknown. The
knowledge has been lost for ages.·
of new technology, new industry
In order to encourage somebody
and new jobs. What could be a
possible reason for this discrepan- to try to rediscover or re-invent:'
cy between a nation that has been those lost arts, Chief Justice Taney
around thousands of years before offered the inducement that such
.
Christ, and one that was founded somebody:
(W)ould be entitled to a paless than two centuries before man
tent ... he would be the first to con-·
walked on the moon? Dr. Y.C. Wen,
former director of Telegraph and fer on the public the benefit of the
Telephone for the Department of invention.
An instance of an invention that
Communications for China was
was known to the ancients, but
asked by,, an American telephone
which was forgotten, and thereafter
engineer:
, •
remained unknown for a long time,
How do you explain the fact that,
before it became re-discovered, was ·
whereas for centuries China had
led the world in civilization and in "the long lost podalic version." This
the manufacture of goods, beginn- is a method, used by obstetricians,
ing about two hun.d red years ago of turning Jl child in the mother'!l
womb when it was formerly in a
what had until recently been the
position that made delivery otherbarbarous tribes of Western Europe
wise impossible. This "long lost
, suddenly took the lead in the
development of physical science podalic ve.r sion" has been describand its applications, in building up : ed as "a death conquering
measure," and its loss as "a calamiproduction, in standard of living,
ty that is perhaps without parallel
and in power?·
in the whole history of medicine."
Dr. Wen begairhisreplyby saying:
Well, among other things China
What Exactly Is A Patent?
had no paten system like yours. As
Early in our history,- Chief
a result when a man made a . Justice Marshall succintly sumdiscovery or invention he tried to
marized a patent and its value
keep it secret. The informati6n W!lfl
saying: .
passed on from father to son. and
It is the reward stipulated for the
they tried' to keep it a family
advantage derived by the public for
matter.
the exertions of the individual, and
This former director of China's
is intended as a stimulus \o those
communications has· made it clear
exertions...The public yields
that the only relevant factor which
nothing which it has not agreed to
has affected the different growth of
yield; it receives all which it has
the two-nations is the fact that OD· • contracted to receive. The full
ly one has patent-laws that help inben~fit of discovery, after its·enjoyduce people to disclose theirnew in-• ment by the discoverer for 14 years
ventiona to the general public.
(now 17 years) is preserved; and for
Eventually, others can improve on
his . exclusive enjoyment of its
older, disclosed inve.ntiona and the
discovery, that time the public faith
industry of the entire nation adis pleged.
vances. But, doesn't this naturally
Notwithstanding this enlightenoccur without the artificial incening description, many people today
tive of a patent system? Basic
are still confused as to just what
human nature says it can't! There
are inventions, for example, that
f(:,,11 1i111wd 011 l'a1-w Ill/
disappeared forever becaUBe there
was no incentive to make them

Fatigµ~ ;•
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CLOUDS OVER THE
SUNSHINE SI'ATE
(C!mtintt('d from l 'a11•• I I

automobile, having retrieved
from his home a shotgun, with
which he intended to disperse
the assemblage.• The dispersal
resulted in a rather bloody death
for the vi9tim. •
In adjacent Broward Cou.n ty,
Doctor Fred Blanton strolled out
of his Fort Lauderdale home and
greeted two approaching police
officers by dropping to on~ knee,
pointed a shotgun at them and
shouting: "I've got five shots in
this gun. a.n d if iou don't get off
my property, I'll blow your
heads offl"• .
•
Doctor Blanton was sentenced
·to th.tee years in prison and two
years of probation. The trial
judge felt that this sentence was
too severe and ·he imposed it
only because the law required a
mandatory sentence of at least
three years for _crimes committed
with a firearm.•
Mercury Morris faces five
times as much time in prison for
dealing 466 . grams of cocaine
than he. would have had he
committed a crime with a
firearm. The logic behind this is
puzzling. Who would you rather
run into in a dark alley, Mercury
Morris and his cocaine or those
men with their shotguns?
Unquestionably, Florida has
been flooded with illegal drugs in
recent years and this has been
partly responsible for the ever
increasing crime r.ate, but
locking up Mercury Morris for a
long stretch will not solve the
problem. There are people in the
drug business with· enough
money to buy banks. Can
anyone seriously claim that
these people will be deterred by
~e harsh treatment given to a
guy who was trying to deal 456
grams?
.
Maybe there are some defendants
whose
background
~ that they be given long.
1
stint~nces ' for vi'olatbig drug
lnws. Mercury Morris is not o,ne ·
of tli~ There is no alJegation
that he is a member of organized
crime, nor is he a C8n!er criminal
with a long record who views
arrests and jail time as part of _
the "'business.· No one has
suggested that Morris, whose
life has already been shattered
by this experience, is a danger to
society if he remains at large. He
didn't· deal to children and he
didn't leave a trail of bodies in
his path; surely a sentence short
of fifteen years would be appropria te here. Fifteen years
may seem cheap when someone
else is doing the time.

Chief Justice Warren advised
that when determining the
suitability of a particular
punishment we should be guided
by "[T]he evolving standards of
decency that mark the progress
of a maturing society.',. There is
little decency in the type of law
at issue here.
.
Of course, it could have been
worse for Morris. Earlier this
year the United States Supreme
Court upheld a sentence of forty
years in prison and a $20,000
fine i{nposed on a Virginia man
convicted of distributing nine
ounces of marijuana.' Mercury
Morris probably doesn't see this
as a silver lining to his situation.

FOOTNOTF.S
L Fla. State. 893.135 (1) (b) 3
_provides;
U) Except as authorized in this
chapter or in chapter 600 and
notwithstanding the provisions
of s. 893.13:
(b) Any person who knowingly
sells, manufactures, delivers, or
brings into this state, or who is
knowingly in actual or constructive possession of 28 grams or
more of cocaine as described in s.
893.03(2)(a)4. or of any mixture
containing concaine is guilty of a ·
felony of the first -degree, which
felony shall be known a.s "trafficking in cocaine". If the quan•
tity involved:
3. Is 400 grams or more, such
person shall be sentenced to a
mandatory minimum term of
imprisonment of 15 calendar
years and to pay, a fine of
$250,000.
Fla. Stat. 893.135 (2) provides:
No~withstanding the provisions
of s. 948.01 with respect to any
person who is found to have
violated • this section, .adjudication of guilt or impositiQn
of sentence shall not be suspen<led, deferred, or withheld, nor
shal\ ~ch ~ n be eligible for
paro~l prior to
the DllllJ"
datory minimum. ~rmo if im•
prisonment prescribed by this
section.
2. Fla. Stat. 893.135 (3)
3. Cunningham v. ~tate, 385
So.2d 721 at 722-23 (Fla. Dist.
Ct. App. 1980).
4. Blanton v. State, 388 So.2d
1271 at 1272 (F~ Dist. Ct. App.
1980).
6. Id. at 1273. The sentence was
imposed pursuant to Fla. Stat.
776.087 (2).
6. Trop v. Dulles, 356
86 at
101 (1958).
7. See Hutto v. Davia, _
U.S.
_
102 S.Ct. 703, 70 L.Ed.2d
656 (1982).
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1·Happy Holidays!I

Lunch: 11 :30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Dinner: 5:00 p.m. ·to 11 :00 p.m.
Monday - Saturday
Happy Hour at the Bar
4:30-p.m: to 6:00 p.m.

.

131 -Duane Street, N.Y.C.
Bet.· Church and W. Broadway

'

seM113,

732-9710
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. llicla Goldman ,
•.firs·t cutbaclcs. A recent National ,
After spending "'$15,0Q9-f for: ~Law Journal article presented
three years of.law school coupled '
the current situation of a solo
with a lot of hard· work- and a
"practi~ioller in San Diego,
• meager existence, a. graduating · Qalifornia whose pr~ctice
law student who is ex~ting a primarily centers'around criminal
hlgn.payin_g job and aglamoroµs - and domestic relations work for
lifestyle is"'probably in for a-middle-class and lower~d4)eshock. '"'
-·
.
· .
class clients. 'k ccording· to this ~
According-to a recent ;uticlem
attorney, " I charge $250 for
Studeµt- Lawyer, a magazine put - misdemeanor deferuie. That's ca ·
out by the law stui:lent'division ...dirt-cheap, bargain-ba:3emen_t.
of
the
American ' " Bar
price.. But when l tell people
Association:- between·93 and 94 . ·.t~t\ they. oft41n say~ 'Well, I'll
~ t of
1981 graduates will
1r~present ·_myself~ or -'I'll" plead
finifjobs.'.. (on the '8verage about
· guilty.' And in ~my · domes'tic ,
15 months after graduation ); a
~practice, some people will stick a
figure abou~ 2 percent lower than
. marriage out and put up with
1980. In al:ldition; !egal industry
· t~e'garba_ge. rather than pay_!he
p'rf!'d:ictions in~cate• that -.,~Y :;.,'diyorce f~{' T_.hree . thOU9!nd ' '
1985, there will be ·•ap·
miles-away m ~ast Islip,<N.Y.•~
proximately 639,000 •lawyers • y ~ . struggling genf!,l'Jil praccompetingtor less than 500,000 ' titionttr, with clients from~ e
jobs.
•
'
middle and low;,mid~lasses, is
'With about 50 percent" of aii . facing a similar experience, "I
· .attorneys in · New ···York. State:- ~. seriously, c.oruiidered.,·paci9ng it
:encticing in Manhattan ana the £.... in about
,go.· The finah..
yearly output of law graduates . ~ com~ps&U;9ri ju~t wasn't·
from across the U:S. seeking
that great: :I'he recession seems
jobs jn New York City (which. . to hit hardest at the general
includes graduaies from 13 law • practitioner, t~ _lawyer w"ho ,,.
scliools . in the New York City , does real-estate closings,
. area), ~·the market -looks tight
D1!,trimonial -work and lo_!Ver• here-:C but this is certairlly not
level criminal cases," he said.:t
'1miiied,,to 'New ¥ork .City. Solo - ·
r'
.-,-r
practitioners and·: IIDlall firms : In -any-. event - legal jobir ,are
- around the counti'y are •feeling
availablethoughifmay_tak.eafew
~e pangs of economic recession.
pair.of ~hoes and a sligJit deflatjon
Those lawyers ~ hose clients
of the ego to Iana one. .But, if a la'w
comprise the middle and lower · graduate ,i.$ fo~nate· enough.. to
middl~lass are noticing a 'drop
come from Harvard; Yale, or Col~
in business and are being. forced
umbia (with Law Review), then, ai:-•
.:to reduce; fees· and •cut l>ack
.cording to Zachary Bernard, who
on.hiring. These aasaes·of clients
leads his,ownlegalplaceJPeDtagenview legal services-' mo:re as a
cy.; "l've got: ~aces for them .inVIDEO ZAPPA
luxury than , a necessity and . almoirt'·any~ speciality - if they ...
•, Much to tJie dismay of Frank
therefore, legal services are the "'. want to go." .
Zappa. fans throughout the
me~tan area, there "rwas no
~ve }filllo'!9811 tour thjs
As

RESTAURANT
· TONIGHT HAVE DINNER AT
A N.Y.C. LANDMARK ,
(Si~ce !873) .:
ITALIAN AMERICAN
CUISINE AT ITS .'B EST!
80 DIFFERENT IMP.ORTEO

a.

· AND DOMESTIC BEERS

-

FREE PARKING AF!,,ER 6 P':'1 °

all

.
'

.....

·11.

•

;,;-. 8 l'hpmas-Street .(Off-3.00 B;way) 349~ 6350

.. ......
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a year

'h

~rjsu.tt.

9t-~

~ht Pitpcr:~tt+' -York -$tat, ~,-,.;Mul~i,s~tt ~r.
Rwicw offul.:;an inttgratul approoc~ to ,du Nau
Yor_k Bar E~~- }Nt• tm~iu sopltisticattd
-munory tuhniques, may writing skil4 and aconcist,
·nrganiud prtSmtation ·of- 1kt law. You wiJl be
· prq,arta· and confidtnt.
PIEPER NF.W"Yau<-MUL'IM'A'IE BAR REVlf.W
It Spt21cs For Itldf.
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.,m,tli,,,the

Stage Hil,:nda Union; 'Zappa
chose to usher in; Halloween '81
al the Ritz:' with the world -:: ~The. Natio.;aJ. ~lief 1''ederal
resource
for • at torneys, ,
premiere' of •"The Dub Roop1 :.l4al 'Empl~t Report and
paralegals, legal IISSistants, andSpecial," • full.length Yideo in- "the Ameiicaa ,.Bii Anociatfon - other persons with law-relat84_'.
eluding anima:.tion, concert
the publication of· the ,,, backgrounds," _says edjtor-:
foe>tage and;m~ JP,Uch DJ'ire.
1983 edition of
annual Sima'=
Richard• Hermann.""_:'.'lt contains·
- Two shows. at 8. 8Dd 12 mid, _ ;Legal Eaq,l~t • Guide.
the updated a d ~ . and often
night, also ~included a · ~me "The. 1983 Sammer J,.egal Emthe telephone. numbers, of vir- .
,- _ party and c'Ont1!st for. best plo)?Dellt, ~ e will~ a~ailab~ - .- tually every .Fedt:ral Gover- ·
costume, in which -the ~ of
~ early November,'l982. - .
. nment office, ai.t is ~ntly
J
each show wonround trip tickets
{'Jlhe x.(hude.- .includes detailed :.:: hiring people with legal skills."
for two to ~ V ~ with acdescriptions and ,application , in• ·The 198.1 Summer Legal Em~o~~od~ti9ns ,at~ the__Dun_~s . formation for over 1,000 summer
ployment Gaide 'costs $12.00
H
iaw clerk and-'intern oppor,-' ~ ($10.00 ea~~foi multiple orders),
1
Zappa. whose Halloween .con- tunities with the ·· executive,
payable fo the American Bar..certs at the; Palladium over the
legislative,-and.judicial branches . - Association, Dept. 527, 1155 E.
years .have become an IIDJlUal
of the United States Govern- : 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois
event for the rock-and roll ticliet
inent, · international · ·organiza- . 60637, A'tTN: 1983 Summer:
buyer, produced, ana -direct~
tions, and private ,..eQlployers
Legal Employment Guide._
J.'The Dub Room Special'._' witli - throug.hout:the U :S.-and abroad.. ,Please add $1.00 for han~. •
by Bruce . Bickford:
"The Quide is,also an: excellent;
- 'animation
Musical se_quences·
include ~-"I,._,;;,;,;,;;_;;~;.;..;~~;_.;_,_;.
____..,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
- foofap .from August" 27;• 1974; featuriJm fo~ band ~mber:s
George Duk~- Ruth Underwood
and Napolean, Murphy Brock.
and Halloween at the Palladium,'.
1981 with current blmdmembers
Ray White, Steve \Tai, Tommy
Mars, Ed Mann, BQbby Martin,
Scott Thuneil, a.nd Chad
Wackerman. Musical se1ections
include:
Flakee,
Steviets
~pankhig. Dog Meat, Montana,Appromnate. Floren~ Pogen,
hica'll,oade, and others.
:;-. . •
· At ~ a pr.es.a CP_!l,fe.rence · :
following-a preview of '!Th.e Diib
Room Special," Zappa com~ plained abQut the,, "unrealistic"
wage demands . of the. Stage
Hands • Union, _ sometimes
.ranging~as high as $30,000 or
$40,000 a perf9_rmance. Zappa
said that he would begin tourmg
llglµn-When "Ifeel like it:'. After, - .
_refuting claims that the Morar
:
•.Majority -was .angry with him • ~
over some lyrics contafned in his~-:
last album, Zappa said '!-We're
•not friends; the. Moral Majority
is just one ofthose stupid things
<that happens i.J,l America, and
_ · will continue :to happen as long
as Americans remain s t:upid." ... .
Rowever, Frank refused to ~ elaborate .further.
' ' •
'!'A new album, entitled "Man
from Earth", is expected from
Frank,- ZaJ>pa around New
Yeat"s. ~.

announce

Sophia Tq~an_
o ·.
Iris Altchek -.
Robin Jasper _ J
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, 1517 fimkliii Avenue
Mineola, New Yodc, 11501
(516) 747·◄31 l

= _.

Limited Enrollme_!lt.
Early Registration J?iscount~to D_ec. 1,- 1982
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Edito.r i.a l
Yes, Virginia, there is an · draw its · r ecognition ot"
EQUU'AS and bestow it upon
EQUITAS; and this the , last
the Advocate (nee Coalition).
tjme we·are going to address this
They all expected EQUITAS to
issue. The SBA has-no authority
cooperate with this supression of
to mandate that .tb"is or any
our First Amendment right.
other · student ~ publicatjon
Again, they were unsuccessful.
disband.
W.e will not bow to the demanEQUITAS was begun by ll!ld
ds of the SBA. which is confor the. students thirteen years
trolled by a few students who
ago. Last y~ under the direc:
are captives of special interest
tion of Mit.ch Feld, the paper
groups. EQUITAS is comprised
-suffered dissension both interof NYLS students. We do not
nally and
Most of the
need . the SBA's sanction. . Our
editorial staff quit after the first
eiistence is justif;ied solely on
issue. The Sl3A tried to equash
the basis of our membership the paper; they were not sue-·
the students. :Anyone who wants
cessful. A{ter many meetings
to can p.ar ticipat~ on this
between EQU I T A S and the
newspaper.
SBA, that p<><iY v,oted to~with-

externally.

Edltor.:.ln-Chlef
Dee Ann Delgado

. Executive·Editor_
Michael Greifing_er

Senior Editor

.-i

News Editor
'Bonnie Frank

.Miguel Frttipaldi
.

IJ..s. Sapr.eme C•urt
Jurisdiction Curtai led

Features Editor
Wendy Berman

· . Production .Editor
Michaer Marin~geli

'Business Manager

Associate Editor

Justin Levine

Leonard Fasano

-

~PY Editor
Rick Marchese

.

Staff: Louis Rivera, David Katz, John Morris, ~aul Asnls, Lon Seigle,
- David Melo, Nltza Br.awo, Kenneth Suria, Fonest J. Radin, Linda
-Goldman, Betty A. Llantln, Ingrid Castro, Dolores a:>aoll, Evelyn Smith.

Congress may have the
Constitution. ' For Congress to
·technical ability to curtail the
exercise · its discretion and
appellate jurisd iction of t he
~liminate a class of cases,
Supreme Court of the United
because they are too controver· . ·
.States and ·to 'limit the jurisdicsial given the political precept, or t.o
tion of the·tederafcourts, -u.n der
impose its own interpretive
the Exception Clause of the U.S.
assertion by substitution of
Constitution. But to strip t he
le~tive definitions in lieu of
·courts of the. juqicial power of
Supreme -Court definitions is· an
review woula compromise the - undesireable manipulation of the
constitutional integrity of tlie
Constitution.
cour ts. 'rhe American people
The' -proposed Congressional
have long respected the - enactments are disturbing. Once
Judiciary as an institution which
the jurisdiction of the Supreme
is unimpeachable, responsible
Court is dissolved in a particular
and a comer stone of our society.
class of· cases, all 'precedent will
There should be no desire to
remain ~frozen. H ow · will
dismantle this sy~tem of.. gover·
Congress resolve this situation?
nment which works. Important
Will the American pec;,.llle be able
judicial tools should not be hamto make a conscious choice, or
pered. The courts ability to be
exercise a choice possibly only
persuasive· and binding ,arby'J)olitical restraint? -r,iese cir•
bitor should not be encroar.hed
cumstances shoula not be
upon. Tliere.is a need to be senallowed to take ·place. Congress
sitiv.e to the ~reservation of the
sho!Jld not be l)i!rmitted to .subprestige of the court, if it i,s to
stitute its judgement for that of
be effective in the future. · ,,,-- , the Supreme Court.
This society was founded upon·
I t would only seem logical for
a nation of fundamental law,
one court to supervise. This is
much of which is embodied in
reasonable to insure uniformity,
our Constitution and in the Bill
stability and consistancy
of Rights. To have a legislative
t hroughout the nation. To ba~.e
majority simply by fiat abridge
no final arbitrator in an adverlong standing constitutional
sarial system can only lead to
guarantees offends the very con•
chaos a nd· uncertainty. Neit her
cept of the American gover,of which should be promulgated
nment. The e xceptions of · by Congressional action.
Congress caiJ. not be so as to
The Congress should show
destroy the.role of the Supreme
deference in this instance to its
Court a nd the Federal court
co-equal branch of government.
system.
If they pursue t heir present obThe Supreme Court has been
jective they will be performing a
· accepted by this Nation for some
·great disser"1ce to themselves.
time as a special_institution with
the Judiciary and the American
a special · function. In this
people who's interest should. be
Nation's eyes the Court does not
their prime concern.
simply act as another appellate
. court but as·the final arbiter of the
Miguel Fitctipafdi
.,:

In Sear~h Of A New Dean
Since Dean Shapiro will resign at
. the end of June t he Board Qf Directors has commenced a search for a
suc.cessor. We of Equitas have a
few suggestions of our -(!WD •
. JOHN'DE LOREAN, entrepeneur,
drug dealer: guaran.~d to find
novt;!l ways of financi!lg the new
building.
LEW LEHRMAN, ex-gubernatorial candidate: will eliminate tuition
by buying the school.
CARMELO, elevator· operator:
knows the' school up and down.

j

NANCY REAGAN, .'F irst Lady:
promises new china for the faculty
.dining room.

I
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EQUffAS
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·~st. tilJ.lC to call

--~~--~~~~~oal!"-

_Advertising
__

Business managcme~t

'
inter~sted;·

leave this ~notice fo Equitas ·mailbox· - basement, 47 W ortb

·The Supre:me Court
Dear Edik.rs:
"'
_,,,
I have read -the article .by
Duncan Kennedy in your October -1982 issue, "Law School
Rebellion :in the Eighties\ .and
I'd like to share my thoughts on
th!' article. .
'
.
The . strain · that runs
throughout· the entire· article is
·.one of"powerlessness: Kennedy's
position is that law students are
pow6)rless, that various other
groups are powerless, and that
when a hew lawyer leaves law
school he/slie rem1lin powerless,
-and that the only way for this to •
be cor.rected is · to liave the
people without power, in thil! ·
case law .students, get the power
dispenser to grant them power,
whe.th_ei:. by means of affitma~ive
action programs, guaranteed
jobs, a cl!ange ih school
' programs etc. And if.the "power
dispenser" grants all of the
things that Kennedy lists, who
does the power remain with? The
answer is obvious.
·All of the groups refen:ed to in
./
the article, inclu<iing law studen. ts have the power within them·
selves. to create the kind of world
irr which they ch09Se··to live. The
proof ·of this is that they have •
created t he reality in which they'
live today: And when that no
longer serves · them . ~hey can
~te another, more in, keeping
witli what it is they truly want.
Around the world, ~around t he
country, around the,.city, people
are discovering that they. can
make a difference and that they
are not alone.-They are creating,
t'hey. are showing others that
they also have the means to
create. This movement is .
developing through a grass roots
movement, through networking,·
wh'ich is·· not confronting t.he
traditional hierarchic structures, .
but simply byp11ssing .thein. The
win/lose dynamic, so heavily
prevalent in Kennedy's article
does not serve those interested
' j.n transformation.
Kennedy also wears_blinkers in
his view of people in this article.
People all over the world share
many commonalities; they
choose a world free of war, a
world where nourishment, peace,

free expression, a pure environ-

ment exists for everyone. This is
sometliing that the gover~nts
e1ther · recognize or lose • their
legitimacy. The . politics of
charisma is over in this country,.
in the w9rld, and govenupents
which are being created now are
ones not just reflective of the ,
people~but are of the people. •
The traditional '',nation • vs,
na~ion' ' or "capitalism vs.
socialism" dynamic doesn't work
• any more. John Kennedy sai~
over twenty years ago,-the tor.ch
has been passed to a ne~
generation. . !'Jot a
new
generation in terms of linear age,
but in terms of thinking and attitudes. ,And when each person
reaches t hat · reevaluation of
their attitudes and beliefs,
keeping those which serve them
and changing those which _no
longer serve them, many of the
ideals which Mr. Kennedy nopes
to see in the law scliool climate
will'in fact manifest in.our entire
world.
·
· Thank ,You,
Peter Cimino
- . 1652 83 Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11214
,·
N.Y.L.S. '82-

LAWYERS ON STRI~E .

575. attorneys employed by the
Legal Aid Society have been on
·strike since Friday, October 22. (
They are all members of. the
Association •of Legal "Aid .Attor-, '
neys, Disfrict 65/U.A.W. (United
Auto Workers), and together
they represent JO% of the persons charged with crimes in the
New . York City Criminal / and '
New York State ~upreme Court.
Legal Aid lawyers a1so represent '
indigertt persons in t~e areas of
housing and matrimonial law,
juvenile rights, prisoner's righ.ts,
parole revocation, and engage in
appellate practice in both the
civil and criminal divisions.
The ALAA voted to go on
striie whe9-. the Legal Aid

· ·Each ciay, precisely at the stroke
of ten, • · ·
They stream, in · hierarchial ·
array,
,
This is in response to the
to.undermine the efforts of other
Into their seats, one woman and
NYLS's Lawyers' Guild's article
news publications is in and of iteightmen, ·
·
in the November issue of the •. self a cheap shot. This myopic
To listen to the cases of the day.
4 dvocate which contained many
view leaves much to be desired.
For some the Constitution _is as
seriQJ.Js inaccuracies or misinterIs this organization blind to the
- dead
pretations. The NYLS chaptet, of
converse situation with respect
As those who once spelled out
t he NLG is rather pretentious in . to EQUITAS, or is it so nearits terms,
(ts belief that it inus~ be con•
sighted "that it cannot see the
For
others still there is no
suited or solicited in order to o!):
fallacy and !}bsurdity of its
greater.dread
tain approval ·for the reprinting
position?
Than playing Jeremiah to the
of an article by a distinguished · EQUITAS will continue to
worms.
Harvard,
law
professor.
grow in its- membership, reader•
The
rights and liberties of
EQUITAS obtaihed. written
ship and advertisers. It cannot
yesteryear · ·
permission to publish. Professor
and will not be silenced as long •
That centuries have barely kept
Kennedy's article, "Law School
as there are interested students
alive
Rebellion in the Eighties," and
who feel that such a tradition
Are
pre-ordained to fade and
the consent of the NLG national
should. not .meet its demise.
.disappear
·office, which-was more than.sufEQUITAS is glad to see t hat the
By a majority of only five.
ficient.
.
NYLS Guild does not stand idly by
Distracted by the carpet's
The.NYLS chapter of the NLG
while we continue to grow, print
muted threads,
criticizes EQUITAS for taking . and improve. Any action which
One hardly hears the falling of
cneap shots'• by C(!ntinuing to
motivates students, even if
the heads.
publish. However, Professor
misdirected, · is
welcome;
Kenne<ly's article could not hav~
!!specially ,.given the degree of
William Kunstler
been more empathetic to the
apathy and non-involvement
cau~ of EQ..UITAS in its efforts
with respect to NYLS student
to remain indepenaent_and be·ef-.
organizations. To motivate
fectiv!l in communicating news
students and have them parto the NYLS c·ommunity. As
ticipa);e in the NYLS community
'.Professor kenn(!dy st;ltes with
.i s clearly a step .in the ~ght
The gre~t· pleasure in life
such insight; "if one is ~ot ready ·~ direction. Involvement on, this
to stand up;for what one f?elieves- ·. level ~ act ~s a catalyst, a?d
within the law schoor environmay · be what. 1.s necessary to m· is doing that which
ment how will. one be able to·1,- ,4 ure their·continued involvement
struggle·and effectu~te a .c!w!ge;. "as'alumni.
.
.
. _others say you cannot do.
in · the real world?" To detlare -•· · &QUITAS welcomes ·the Guild
.that th!!, continl¼a,tiotf_-;. of ' ~~ all Pl!rties interest«;<! to send
EQUITAS_is a c~ea~,sb.ot'!11~nf • s1~ed let~rs to the editor.
w&ge .;increases, but this _year,
Society manageme;it ~Qffer~.a
-·Manhattan, have increased the
when other court employees
wage ~e of 4.3·%;, y.J1tct in a . J_ V(Ofkload of i,AS ~tomeys, ~ho
have received wage increases •of
ti~e ~f ri~ing ca~el?idY, -~pd . ·_must be present m all arraign•
8-10% the ALAA feels it has no
rismg ~t1on, the U?IC!D claups.. , ment-parts.
.
. . _.
choice but to strike in order t,o
is , unac.cepta~le. ·
The -:: The collective bargammg
get management to· t ake its
manageqi_Elnt's· claim tha~ ~hey
a~ll!ent now in ,effect ~ows
demand~ seriously.
.,
·are ,offering a hiket of 7.'(% .has
LAS attorneys toJodge gnevanThe ALAA has asked for. the
been called .''blatantly untrue"
ces with the . society when
support of all those interested in
by the union. They maintain
necessary,J>Ut when sevei:al attheir fight. Expressions of sup- .
that under the existing contract
torn~ys ·filed such grievances
port . may be sent to the
they are entitled to an automatic
,.when mounting caseloads affecAssociation of Legal Aid Attor. increase based on years of ser•
ted their ability to responsibly
neys, District 65, U.A.W., 13
vice, and t~t the management
represent clients, they were fined
Astor Place, N.Y: 10013, 674now seeks to lump · that
or disciplined. Now ·other attor•
4188.
Demands
·that
previ6usly bargained-for increase
neys, troubled _b y•their caseload
management
end
t
he
strike
with the new offer resu)ting in a
size, fear retsliation if they unshould be sent to Archibald
total wage hike of 4.3%.
dertake to use_ the caseload
Murray, the Legal Aid -Society,
Recent changes in , the court
grievance system.
15 Park Row, N.Y., N.Y. 10038,
-.system, such as the instituti(tD
Since 1975, LAS a_ttorneys_ 577-3300.
of 24-hour arraignments · in
have accepted small percentage
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Patent Laws , ·

..S!=ience. and

the useful -~ • _by
securing for limited limes to
authors~ invento"!_.the ei:clusive
pauints are and how ~ey work to
right to their respective writings
benefit ~e~. In sim?le ter:ms, 1\:-- and discoverieJ."·
J1&:tellt-1S-a bee~ ,given by the ·
In 1799,Alie~year after the adop- '
~ve~en( to an mventor all~- •tion of the Constitution, Congress
~g bim. a ~Jl01:UY• e~clusi_ve . -' p ~ the first patent laws. Thls• right_to hill ~ n e e . gJVeS.him
was the first time any country had
the nght ~Jegal}y exclude_oth~ - written -a patenf Jaw into its
. !'rom ~km~, usmg~or seit~g_hls · Federatstatutes. So, while we were
1nvent,1Pn _wi~out lii$ ~ i o n . ·1!till·ayoung, "df:veloping" nation,
To get thlS lice~, t~e mven_w r
. as cmnpared to. othe~. w~. forged
~~ ~~ a public dis'cl~-of ahead. and codified a system that
~ m~ention. Under our l!iw, the_ provides ·incentive to create arld
1nven~1on must be new, ~ful an!_I
disclose new and useful inyentions
• unobv10~. H ~~ a.,n~t1.ons ai:e
tlie pub]\&
.
met, the mvento~ 18 (!lVen 8 patent. '>'< In the l~sears since its adopThe~, at the exp~t1on ~ •the pro-_· tion: the 'Qn.ltedi States ·has been ,
tect1._on ~orded ~~ tiy•t.h_!l ~ - • ~ormed from 'll. predominantly
Lunch, 11
3.00.J?.m.
ment, his mvention becomes public; .. ~-handicraft pc! agricultural socie0inn~r,
6:00
p.m.
to
12:00
a.m.
property for ~11 to 11'!8 free_!y. •
~ ty to a higlily complex civilization.
~ e pro~on aft'o~ by a _pa-; People like Bell, Edison, Goodyear
·Late Supper, 12:00 a.m: to 3:00 a.m.
tent system m~ucesthe.~mmaand Marconi were just a few· of
.
....,
' Mon. tnru Sat.
tion . of ni:w information to the
tnose who were induced by our pa.
public. ~le, _o n the one ~d, the
tent laws to create and disclose
'
~ t oE a patent ·vests lD the
such useful product~ a.s the
,. Brunch:
pate~ a terp.ponp-y •mon9P?~Y
telephone, thrilectric lamp, rubber.
:30
l)ertaini~,to the ~ g , us~g . tiresand.the~ dio. More.recently
· Sunday · · ·.
,-a,nd selhng _of_ the 1n':ent,on
oU!era have shared producis,that.
paten~ soc1ety, on the other
we use ana enjoy every~day inPatjssierie Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 ·p.m.
. libecaand,~~ t . ~e overalld~~~!
eluding cameras, television, ~muse
1
18 given new ap .._...,
•-- and ..1-•-· A!... •
ofth
~.E,, VISA, M.C. . . .
7'Qays a Week
.
infi
tionwhich 1·tdid pu.....,,
--1'-=encans · e.
~
•
,~ ~ • '80's can depend upon sophisticated .
before. ~use- 80Cl~ty's built or._ advances in science and tec:hnol
you like, or you may take it out and
_ knowl~~~
with_ea~ ~d- for. their -con.t inued- growth
A) Benefit On Individual
vestors .know t4at · proprietary
use -i t as yoq,see fit. YOU. may cone'!8!Y. mve~~on -~ . m it, -well-being. Tliese~discloeed inven· Chinese Citizens
rights in inventi<>ns are available,
lJOClefy rece1TI!8 greater dividen~
tiona ( ~ 4,339,008 as of
tinue to own and eru<>Y your cm: as. · , EvenifChinaisadiivelopingna-·
they will be.more willing to invest.
in the fu~. A ~~n~__system:,
October, 1982), have helped create
long as you live, and you may even
tion in 1982, a patent law ,rould. · This discussion of investment in1
pass it onto your heirs when_you
t~roug~ t , • pul>h~9:t10~ f!Dd
new industries, newjops, and new
nonetheless be as adyantageous to
centive is particularly appropriate ,
d~losure:, of new cfuicoven!B: ~ wealth. Because; a single patented
die. Thus, your monopoly 1n au~
.their.future economy~~ as
to foreign investment in Chinese
~ ,fhe ~p be~nJan •1;11· invention-bas allowed for the erea- _,Private property is unlimited with ·it w.as to the United States,~
~ and development. This is
ffl!peCt to time and no one may
. c i j ~ s ~ ~venti°!1 and'80Cietion of111'.l.eh gianla as Ford Motors,·
-1790. The mechanisms of the pato say ~ t pa~nt pro~ion would
deprive you of your property.' In: . tent system have benefitte,d society
ty s actual ~ility to.ptqduce new
IBM and U.S. Steel, the United
create a greater willingness on the
contrast, the monopoly in a patent
· byprovidiJiS n~w and useful proand useful items.
States today enjoys one of the
part of foreigners to invest in
. An American Creation
highest ~ --dards of 1· • · th
wlp.c;p you may own is muc;h more
ducts to the average consumer for
Chinese research and development.
As-:l>resiiJent Reagan said to the
• Id. ~...._.
iving m
e
restricted,. being limited by law to
in everyday life. An American,
Dr. Selmon A. Waksman, Nobel
New York Partnership Group on~ ww__ Critieiam v. 'Prabie ,
!l maximum period. After one has
for example;•wakes up t9 .the tune
Prize Laureate for his invention of
January 14, 1982: ,
. . •
, Of A Patent System ·
ervoyed his private ownership of a • ofhis radio alarm. He then shaves
a valuable cold medicine, com, Qnly when the human spirit 18
The value of a palent system has
patented•invention for the limited•
with his ell!Ctri,c ra,zor while7~
mented on the countries without
·time, it is taken away from him by
allowe:ct ~ ~vent_and ~te, only
often j,een examined, studied and
to music on the stereo system
patent laws saying:
automatic operaiions of law and is
he owns. While his coffee perks _in
when 1ndind~ are !flyen a pe~discussed 'by •inventors, lawyers,
"Countries.,who at first have not
given to the public at large for. its
_..so~I ,Bf:ake in d~1ding tjie~ -politicians, .economists· and
his electric pot, he slinks into his . gi_ven· proper protection · to the
continued ·i!l)provemei;it thereon_
f1:IYOn, dacron or nylon 81lit. On his
~~• m benefi~-fro~ th!!ir philosphets alike.
discovm:er, for example, ltaly...have
way,to work in a motor'or electric
~~•only then ?D society-~
Critics of a patent' system, are
As Tho~ Edi,io~ sa.i.¢
.'
learned from bitter experience the
vehicle, he UBeS his ealc:ulator arid
main~
~~ pa:ogresmve prone to,la~Ie it monopolistic. and
"There is no such- thing in this
need for the development of their
country as an inventor's monopoly~
then writes his conclusion with his
~ . as doar-President~
to argue that this course leads to a
own patel)t systems. At first they
The moment he invents~aoinething:
that soeiett,:~ould:be positively m 0
stifling of the competition.. c:onScnpto pen ao that can later c:all
were forced to enter upon a state of
• his client on h,iawireless telephone. · piracy, w~ere'discdveri~ 'm.ade in
...there will be.pirates t o ~ up
~ by11 statute tbat wcruld ensiden!d a vital element in-a coun- .
.pn aJ] sides and. contest hla rights; , The Chinese citizen must depend
~ -~l_e ',to ' ~nyent and
try~s progress an~.economy: .&pas
other _eo~ntries were~ literally
to hi:s ideas..."
"'.
msclme~discoveriestoothers,_ tent ia in.reality much less.>Of a
,solely Clll the p~r fwicyo~ng of
copied, the original discoverer
Without a (patent system) tlitrre'
our,forefatheJ'!I decided to ~te a
monopoly than.any other form of
his own,l;,od.y to be alile to com~te
deriving na benefit from such ·,
--,.&em ofpatent laws. The ~for
pnvate property that you may
,would' be no stimulus to further
with the short epiaoae descnl>ea
developments. It often served also
above. Since it is cleu that China
our patent laws was provided for by
You have the ridit to tJie exclusive • ~ & deveJopment because
to the detriment· of the scientific
advances jn science and. a n d ~ progress in the respec~ e r ,_~ ~ of~~ &n;sti~use of'your,ear, for example, and~ • like Thomas Edison said,· "Pirates.
technology so that its citizens can
will JIP~ up-.'' The fact . that
ti?n, !hicli slates,
.
one else may use it without your
tive countries/'.
· •
keep up with the rest,ofthe world
'The Congress shall have the
permission. You ~ leave it sitpatents and ~nt laws .lia've inIn addition to Dr. Waksman's
auced many,to;create and disclose . in personal growth and well-being, statement,' Leonard Prusak, chief
power~ promote:.\he progress' of.
tin,r in your garage for as Jon,r Q
iMWeml inventions; which have una patent law seems very attractive.
patent counsel at Johnson &
do:ubtedlY advanced the growth and The attractiveness of creating new Johnson, has'found statistical prowellbe~ ofour entire nation;has ·
industries, new jobs and new
of which shows a correlation betbeen the conclusion of thoee best,
wealth is a lot stronger for a
ween patents and commercial opgualified to majte such judgment. ·
developing nation in 1982 than for
portunities. He states,
.
AJJ FrankJ.in,D. Roosevelt mice said:
one 'in 1790 when there.were no
.n n economic terms, the (patent)
(T)he·. ..A~e1ican
pate.nt , ~ other systems to gauge or compare
system performs optimally if it pro- .
bne's own·new system to.
system...h.as promoted countless apduces marginal social benefits
plicatio.ns of the arts'and-scieru:es
If. patent protection is not
equal to the marginal social cost it
available, inventions can only be·
to the needs and well-being of our
imposes." ·
people.
~osed with a concurrent danger
Prusak also concludes that,
Subsequently, in· 1943, the Naof,!Videspread imitation by others.
"The-time has come to put aside
tional Patent Planning CommisClearly, an.inventor who feels that
practical interests and mythical
sion, afteran·intensive study of our - he 'deserves some reward for his intheories suggesting that a
patent system said:
genuity \Vill be reluctant to disclose
patentless society will enjoy an· im- ·
The system has accomplished all
his invention in the face of such . aginary utopia of .unshackled
that the framers· of tlie constitution
danger. Related to an inventor's
plenty."
intended...it has...encouraged and
reluctance to disclose an invention
Despite these considerations,
rewarded inventiveness and
in the al>5ence of patent protection
many people think that drug
creativeness, producing ne.w prois the reluctance of investors to
patents should be de9,icated to the
ducts and processes which have
fund inventors. H there is no
public in the theory that this would
• placed the United States far ahead
governmental protection through
increase competition and make im-· .:
patent laws, investors will be.reluc- -portant drugs available to the conof othe~ .countries in the field of
scientific:- and teehonological
tant to invest in expensive research
suming public at a lower price.
endeavor.
.
.
lllld'development when there is a
qne of the most striking
. So, it should now be clear to a
possibility that any resulting instatements ever made about drug
reader looking through his ,,. vention can-be freely imitated by
1<:1111tinued 1111 /'"I!" I ti
patented soft contact lenses and
competitors. However, where inreclining on· . his patented
posturepedic bedsprings that in the
absence of a patent grant and its attendant right to· exclude others
. from pirating, one's invention, no
· - competitor woµ1d take the trouble
to.do his own improving. He would
simply copythe first invention and ·
· soon'all improvement would cease.
·Having patent rights exclusion •
available as protection inspires all
members of an industry to look to·
further invention and deyelopment
as the only means of staying in
business. Eventually, ,improvement
builds on improvement and the entire industry advances. This type of
competition in invention helps improve industry and commerce and ,
has made t h is country a leader in
• industrial technology an9 progr~ss. ·
V) Why A Patent System
Could Bene~t China
( d,ntinued /~'JI Pa~ 61
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EQUITAS

'

which would constitute ap· coqiprise a cuituraJ en.tity,:Them ...,.:......:....:.:....:.:;.;.:.;;~~~~ ~~~~~~~-~~-:'~----""1'
propriate affirmative ·steps 'in exists the dual danger that the
opening up an educational- pro- child will not learn- English, and .
Act of 1964.' It barred dlscrim:
• gram to limited English-,speaking perhaps become less proficient ilit
1
inatjon in any federally-assisted
students. When ·Lau violations the home language.
-erogfam on th~ groun~ _of race,
have been -determined, school
A child's language and culture
color and . nationltl ongm. The
district& are required to develop, should be something positive, .
act is of monumental impor•
compliance plans consistent with which can be used in future sertance because it expanded access
the· guidelines." . A bilingual/bi·· vice · to coil)Dlunity and nation. ·
· to educational programs for
cultural education program is not Viewing~t as··a problem condemns
national,. origin
i:ninoJ::ity group~.
the child and may foster feeling's
le "slat"
ff .,,..,.
obli·gatory.· .
·
State
gi
lOJl a · ec~
Relfil!g :an Tit.le VI, an~ most of.inferiority.
·
bi.lingual ed11Qtion f~s into f~ . ~ imporiaptly,. _L au 1lS• . N1ch~ls, . One ~rsistent criticism.•made.
categories.' 0(, those .states penrutCongretlS
decided · to give is that , the · system ? orked ff?r
-ting·or mandatmg bifingual educal~tive expression to the past immigrants because they
tion, the .r~nse v'in-Jea' iyitliin a
·right of lingµistic. minorities to lear~ed ~hpw to _,.s~qk English
nuln~ ~f e_iiucatioiial m~els. ·
an ~ual . educational ·oppof- and function in the larger
'They vary both on thee leyel • of
tunity. The Equal· 'Educatioruu' society. This contention igpores
· ~phisticatioil and philoi!ophical
Opportunity Act of 1974 codified the facts.
O)\tlook. •
. . ~. ·
its holliing and made !J; unlawful
It fails to take note of the
~
to deem.equal educational oppor- enormous human cost that was
8
~- The traditional approach b,8
tunity to
individual fo_r borne by several immigrant
emphasized ]i:nglish as a ~ond• ~ ·reasons:or national-origin.1~
generations." Germans, Italians,
language. Transitional in nature,
The Act · provides for the in- and others lost not . only their
.it is strictly remedial in scope."-' - itiation of civil action by in- cultural customsfo large part_,,~ul.
Rather than a ful1-time program, • ciividuals: and t'hus Rrovides a. their language as well. In th~ pro:
it is limited to specific •times of
~direct 11tatuatory right of action. ces:., millions struggle_d to maintai~~the day._The time allotments are
Unlike· Title VI, it -is a man- _an;identity. .
~ not substantial. The true effort is
datory r_equirement upon State "-In
a
modern
context,
Cozy Atmosphere ·. FinerWines ·
·
expended in 'teaching English
ft_,1 local educational agencies
bilingual/b'icultural education is a
Delicious Foods· - 'Re_asonable Pri~es - Good Vibes
___. e"-'-'"ting' the hom_e
<Uf"
~
WilllMl
•
.
.
whethel'they accept federal funds- means-of ~voiding just· what h~s •
Jangua~.
Removal
occurs,
or not ... Howeyer, the federal- happened ,in the ·past. A
theo":ticall~,
a~
soon
as
government does not enforce it. InJ b~gual/bicultural ·
program
profici~ 18,at~ed. . ~ . . . ~ 'dividuals• with limited,,financial utilizing community, and parental
Within, the context. of' Jud1~a1 ~ resources' do.
.
. .
aid for the purpose' of_ main·
(Off Walker -Street) 4 blocks Jrom NY~S
re~E!file~. La~ vs. ~ichols was
Sevenol conclusil)n& may be taining-the.hoipe language is the.
the. first ?se ,to ~~te equal
drawn from the case law which best • method " of• combatting
· educatiotial ~ -~p~ortumty . . to
has. developed after Lau vs. possible confusion, frustration
~hil«:h'~n CJ!. •~ted. EnglishNichols." J1; is clear that public and isolation, while provuiing a
speak~gab}hty. ltrul8<! tha,.~!:!0 ~
. schools must •afford' non-En:glish- co~prehensi~e foundat!on-.u~n
0
aff~ng the same p~gr!ll° .m
speaking students a mjjarungfu1 which the child may mamtain his
al.ruction to ni;in-E~~Jish-spea~mg
educatif>n: Effective •participagon is cultural -identity and yet learn
st~dents as E~gh~h P1'.0 ~cient
the focus. The programs must teach · English.
·
children was a v~olation of ~tle _VI
the chii8ren to become functional
· .FOOTNOTES
OPEN: Mon. - Fri. Noon· 3 A.M~
beca~ it denied ~hose..students a
in English (read, write and speak
(1) 1J.S. Dept. of. Educati<?n, a
Sat. - 5 P.M. - 3 A.M.
meaningful ~tion. It mandated
competently).
compendium
of
Bilingual
Sun. Brunch· Noon - 4 P.M.
t}lat "aft"'trmative. s~ps ' b& ~e!l
tly). ....
Education and Related Projects
to rectify the language defi~iency.
' Ukewise~ bilingual/bii:ultural at the National Institu~ of
.. _
education is not invalidated or Education (1980). ·
• _
required
by la~. Courts do not
(2) Cordasco, Bilingual Schools
(121 Id. at 666.
.
80.1-80.3-(a) {b) (1965).
National origin disciimination:
require tliese students ~o be in the United· States 37 (l976)._
(13), United .States De_pt. of
~e court found, need not. be in(9)
taught in theb: native language. Herin after cited as Cordasco.
The four categories are;
Education, Office · for Civil
tentional. It-is sufficient that the
~Rat.her, .in • order to assure a
The Pu_e rto· Rican.Study, 1953state statutes· which in ·effect
Rights, Task. Force findings •
action have 'a discriminatory efmeaningfu.1 education,
local 1957': A Re~rt on the Education
prohibit bilingual instruction by
·specifying remedies available
fect,u Though an equal protect}on
mandating English-only instruceciu~tional agencies have to do and Adjusbnen~· of Puerto Ricap
for eliminating past educational
claim undeY the Fourteenthtion;
statutes
prohibiting
ohly
mui::h as ·is. nece~ to Pupils in . the Public Schools of
practices
ruled unlsw.ful under
Amendment was also made, the
obtain competenc:3-'.·m Englis_h. . the city of New Yqrk (1957):
billi}gual education in -public
lau vs. Nichols (1975). The law
Court decided not to ~dress it.,.
- Producing a bQingual child IS
'(3) Id.
,
sc.b:ools onl_y; states· having no
remedies . hllve never been
~~~.Jt!,iP.ed.~W.
not"'tlie' -g6al.~~
•1aw' -cleuly
i.:l '&ville ·oo~Tu>ilie, X: Han• . legislation; and· State ' Stafdtes
publisiied in the,~Federal-Regi_ster
to raise tile. nght or equal -opporsuppor\;s th& tt'llilS\tional CQnteht cffiook of Bilingual Education
either permitting or mandating
pursuant to the Administrative
tunity in education to a constitu;
. in progra_m s affecting English (1975).
bilingual education. The total
_ Procedure Act.
tional level. Its basis'l remains
language deficient children.
(5) Id.
·
nw:nber in the latter category is
(14) · The -guidelines reqwre
_statutory,
programs assume that
(6) "Seeaddendum."
.
twenty-seven, with twelve states,
violating school districts to idenany and all language skills. other
(7)
Schneider, RevolutiO?lj
Alaska, Calif.,·Colorado, Connectify the student'-s primary or __
...1,a~ · did
not
maJldate
thaJi English are worthless. The Reaction or Reform: -The 1974 - ticut, · •Illinois, Massachusetts;
home language,~ describe the
bilingual/bicultural, 'eduution as • ovemdini _consideration, at the Billn~ Education ·Act (1976). · Michigan, New Jersey, Rhode
diagnostic/prescriptive approach
the remedy to be- employed upon
intellectual cost o'Nhe child, is to The' book is must reading. for a
.Island, Texas, Washington and
to be useq in identifying the ex•
a ~ding .of.-a_Tit_le V(violation.·
rem_ove"'bim .from the program concise, yet ~m~~ensive look
each ; , student's
Wis~on~in, ~da_ting it. U!}for; ' • tent ,. of
When a violation has been
and replace Jiim in the regular at the legislative history of the
tunately; • oajy three,· Alaska,
educational needs, and the· ~-established, the issue of ap-_
classroom as soon• as · possible, 1974 act.
·
California and Louisiana utilize a
• plementation of a program using
. prqpriate rehef is· decided on an
sometimes sooner.~ ·
:_
Pub. L. No. 93-380, Seco . ~tenance apprQach. Of: tliese
the most effective teaching style
ad 'iioc basis.
•
) Such a ~pular policy is insen: 7oi-742 (i974)'. It is worthy to
only Louisiruta follows. a: purely
to satisfy those needs. The_
~After the decision, the O!fice ~1
sitive to the broader- educational note that presch90l an~ post·
maintenanc.e- approach in which
guidelines seek to implement cerCivil
Rights
implemented
need of ·being afforded an secondary institutions are ex·
fluency and literacy in the. home
tain types of quality programs.
education which is put it':' its cluded''froQl the requirements of la_nguage is either maintained or
guidelines as s~dard'! ~ ?f
English as a second language is
nimedintion for dis?'icts found m
histori~ and cultural context. the act. .
' -,:,
..
deyeloped.
.
'
not favored. The burden is on the
violation of Title VI. (18) The • -The iesult can be confusion and
(8) 42 u.s.c. 20001, 20001-1
(10) 414 U.S. 563 (19741.
local school district to justify its
guidelines as standards for districts
frustration sin<;e language is ~ut (1964). See also, 45· C.F.R. Part
, . (11) Id. at 569.
use.
Transitional
bilingual,
found in violation ofTitl~_VI.11 The - one •part of the ele~ents which
bilingual/bicultural programs are
clearly favored. Nothing in the
guidelines prevent the institution
of a maintenance program,
,
though there is a debate as to
whether it can be required.
;

'an '
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Moot Court
Corner of
West --Broadwa:y and Chambers
•I

~

New York Law
School's Antitrust
Moot Court Team
took First Place and
Best Oralist honors in
the annual Antitrust
Competition · spon;
sored by the New
Yor.It
County·
Lawyers Ass,ociation.
The team of Brenda
Denham
Harms,
Sheila Hilley and
Elizabeth Joslin won.
the final agreement
against the Cornell
University team on .
November 4th, held ·
in the Association's
auditorium at 14 .
Vesey Street. Miss
Joslin also took the
award for Best
Oralist
in
the
competition.
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( Coruinuttf from P11fle JO)
ing his inv~ntion and who does not
lia ve sufficient capital to enter the
P-atents was made by Mrs. Indira
business of manufacturing may be
Ghandi, Prime Minister ofhidia, to
discouraged from attempting to-in•
the• thirty•fo~h World Health vent outside· of his particular field.
A.ssembly,,.Geneva.May 6, l981:
This risk of restricting an inventor
" My idea of_a better ordered world · is eliminated because he knows
is one in which medical discoveries • that he can license his invention to
would be free of patents and there
someo)le who specializes in the
would~ no profiteering from'life · .manufacture of those g~. The
or death."
royalty pai4to the liceqsor is usualAt first. glance; such a theory ly a relatively small'amount when
seems to support the conclusion the savings of investment and exthat drugs would thus become less
perience in manufacturing ai:e con•
expensive. H owever, c1011er ex•
sidered. The specialized manufac,
amination reyeals serious flaws in · turer a lready,possesses the capital
its reasoning.
investment and experience in
The drug industry involves in- .._ manufacturing articles of this-kind.
tense researcli and development.
Therefore, a superior produc~ can
The development of a single proteach the consumer more q"uckly
duct can often reqµit-e the investthan if the- inventor e[!tered }nl?
ment or'millions..,of dollars. At the
mimufacture himself. In sum, _pa·same time, drug inventions ai:e
tent licensing i ~ the number .
quite easy to copy;"and t1tere are
of PQSSiblej nvenlors since all permany companie's which '✓ould.
eons are encouraged to invent and,
prefer to_ let the comp~tition
therefore increases tlie quality of
develop a drug and then just copy
life by ~ h g products cheaper.
it- rather than invest their own
B) Benefit On Overall
- mooey into reseatch and develop-..,
Chinese Economy .
ment. Allowing patents on new, in- - ·Added to the positive eff~ that
ventive drug!_! prevents widespread
a p~tent system would have o!1 the
imitation of those' drugs by awarwell-being of individual Ch1.n ese .
ding a limited monopoly._Concurcitizens, is the overall beneficial ef.'
rently, the patent system el_!fectonthewholeChineseeconomy.
'courages inYeStni_llnt • fn drug
The ect>nomic impact of a "single
research and devel91>,ll_lent by assurinvention," for exampl~. can be coning a monopoly ufarket (or ii. iruffi.
siderable. If; for instance, China accient time to' recover- the inv¢~ · quires knowledge of how to ~ke_
m-,nt and,]>088ibly, some~ dur"and• use a :revQlutionar y ·
ing the life-~of t4e patent. Inagrichemical •through a patent
bfrestingly, those countri~ which
license agreement, the resultant inhave had a strong patent system
in crop production: a_n d the
are those in which the major drug
increased job market for handling
aniL development comthose increased Cr0P!3 can give.an
panies have historically develo~.
econom1c boost wliich far outweiglis.
Future industries which require
the costs of\the patentllcel}Se.•Consubstantial investment "will -most , versely, foreign eoinpan:ies a~e
lik!JlY f11llow tlie same ~item. On•
reluctant to disclose their
ly those countries-which have a
technology in non-patent _c ountries
strong patent system, like the one · due to a high risk that unsatisfacin the United States, will be involytoey imitations will create a poor
• ed in the growth of these future
;..,,..,.. of their prod'!,da,· These

crease

research,

industries.

~

~ t i o n s are.. supp<irted by tile

O(..further ~terest to China

events'of 1980-1981 in developing
$hould be the fact - as discussed
African- nations, which cio not
earlier,-t.hat-pat,:ent protection leads
possess patent systems. There,
to improvement in the investment
observations are supported by the
climate, thereby encourasmg licenevents of 1980-81 in deve1oping
sing
direct inv~nt from
African\ nations, wh;icn dd ~bot
abroa~
.
possess patent systems. There, ~he
This increased licensing and incoffee intensive agricultural comveetment,_made ~ble by the conmunities of.Kenya. l)ganda and
fide nce that the award o(a limited
Tanzania were-heavily infiltrated
monopoly will allow recoveey ofthe
with ineffective' imitation
investment, · introduces the
agrichemicals. Although .t~..e
patented technology'necessary for
fanners believed theywere rece1vindustria1ization into developing
"ing a highly. effective fungicide,
countries. Sell and, Mundkowski, _ they really got an imitation which
two expert/Jin the field of foreign · was a lesser strength than
patent licensing, fmd that develop· represented. By the time the fraud
ing nations are strong}y depende~t
had been discoverecl, it was ~ !ate
ori imporling technology for imto avoid a considerable drop m cofproving their industries. Af¼r fin- _ fee production, which seriously ~~
ding evidence that shows that · • - jured Kenya's chief source of m~
transfer o( •technology has a
come. As a further -unfortunate
positive effect upon dev,elopment,
; esult of the chemical fraud,
they concluded that:
• •
· "farmers have become skepti~ of
(A) sh:ong patent system consider- - any other agrichemicals which they
. ing•(the effects on both per, cap~ta
are not familiar with. The end
imports arid exports)...exerts a
.result is that Kenya's coffee in~
·poeithte. influence on a country'sd,ustry was nqt only harmed by the
production.
.
1 physical loss of crops caused by in-, Because increased foreign liceneffective chemicals, but increased
sing has a positive. effect on a ·
production was hampered by ~e
· developing nation's ability to profarmer's i:eluctance to kust their
duce, it would eventually have a
sources of agrichemicals. Moreove~,
beneficial effect on the quality of
Chevron, the producer of the very
life• shart!d by Chinese ·citizens.
effective agrichemical -which was
First ofal!, patent ~~ nsin~ ~es - ~ imitatea in the fraud, has suffered
goods less uperunve. This t!!_~so
the setback:, of having the good
tbecause it creates moijl manufacname ofits product.tarnished by inturers · of a ~given prodqc:t,' thus
• adequate protection. Chevron's
creatingcom.Jlitition and-allowing .
P!).Sition makes it very lmd_e rstangreater corisumer access to the pro- dable why othf!r companies are
duct than-if the..inventouetained
reluctant to introduce their proall manufacturing rights unto
ducts into non-patent countries·
himself. ·
when there. is a substantial
Secondly,,patent licensing pro~ likelihood. that imitations may
motes specialization. An inyentor, .- damage that product's.re_putation
who is'not in-the business ilmakworldwide.
,
All in all, countries ~ ith,P,atenJ
'laws induce producers to bce~se
LmRARY NEWS'
their-products the~e s_in~ ~e~e is
• On November 10th, and 11t h,
pr otection from pirate 1D11tatlons
the library offered for sale al
which may damage their reputaits surplus-books, gift books and
tiom1. With a patent system, t he
various- other_items of interest
developing nation gains the protec- :
which were not gob;lg to be adtion of knowing that imitation proded to the library's collection
aucts will not damage its economy.
The prices were incredibly . in;ex·
Additionally, the cb qfidence
pensive. There was something
necessary for continued p~~ i~
fc,r everyone. Thaf!ks to th!! hard
development can be attained smce
work of Ms. Carolyn Grimes, and
setbacks du~ to fraudulent- schemes
other industrious· librarians, and
-such as, the one expepenced in
NYLS library staff members the
Africa·are pr~vented. -

ana

,, ...

;.

book sale was a great success.
All receipts. will be used for the
library to ~ d its collection..

television, radio,-cars, telephone,
etc.) knowledge of a parti<_;u lar·
society's needs is.required to maintain the efficiency of a patent
system. Only Chinese nations are
those who have particular
. knowledge of the needs of ot her •
members oftheirsociety and who,
therefore, can create appropr_iate
inventions for that society. So, the
fear that all new inventions will on:•
ly be licensed from abroad is· unfounded. Additionally, Chinese inventors will quickly anazyze foreign
inventions ana dev ise improvements t liereon which are particularly appropriat e to Chinese
needs.
In addition to eliminating unnecessary duplication of an inventor's efforts, Chinese inventors will
"invent around"
pat.ented
technology. In the United States,
fm:.-example, many. companies en•
courage their employees to in vent
imi>.rovemen.ts ' upon . prev iously
~ patented U!chnology on the theory
that intemallY. p:iade inventions are
best. -In most cases, this approach
results in even further exercise of
inventive skills., Similarly-, the
patriotism of~ese•nationals will
lead-them to ,e~ercise inventive
skill in order~to be able to use nationally. developed rat her than
f~u;eign based iilveritio,ns. Since _a
-i>a~!1t' system .will create a pubhc
. store ofteclinologica1 information,
Chinese nationalists will .have
greater a ~ to information ~nf n-_
ventions.all over the world. Clilnese
industry wi!l;-therefore~ be more
· likely to acquire knowle4ge o(-inventions -whi<,h it, wou1d be
desirable to license. Without a patent system, this-public.library. of.
infoimati&n ~n.technology will ·not
exist and'Chinese,industry-will 6e
,ess likely to acgµire knowledge
about inventions that might otherwise have been licensed. The result
of this latter situation is that China
will not receive knowledge of or
benefit from inventions until long
after the time tliat would have ~n
possible with a patent system.·
.
VD Conclusion
.
In summary, the adoption of a ,
modern patent-system' ili China1>is
lik'.ely to support the· sec~ ty
. necessary for the importation of
foreign ·technology
whi!e
simultaneously providing incentives_ to ·Chinese ~ zens and ,
Chinese enterprises to a:evelop new
technology most appropriate for
Chinese society. A patent system in
China will improve inter pal com- .
petition among different economic
units and thereby prompt the acquisition of knowledge of new
developments and avoid duplication of efforts. Industry, agriculture
and the Chinese people are likely
to be the main beneficiaries. All
_ could share a life of increased..safety comfort and standard ofliving.
At the same time, China would
become a member of the international patent community and would
be bette_r aple to promote_ill! own
technolo_gy_abroad>under the protection of foreign patent systems.
Sometime in late 1982 or ear ly
1983 the Chinese parliament will
·be faced with the question of
whether or not they should create
a , patent iaw. They ar~; lucky
because than can compare other nations and look at their economic
· progress and can then b¥e their
decision on whether they-want to
advance like1the United States or
remain at a lrt.andstil! like Kenya. If
IfChina's parliamentary representatives would recall that Abraham
Lincoln once said:
"The -patent ;ysterp added_the
fuel of interest to the fire of
'genius." They might realize that
the Peoples Republic of China, with
over one billion people, 'already has
the fire of genius - all it needs is ·
the powerful ni,el of a patent system
to mobilize itself into being the
most technologically advanced nation of the future.

-c) Increase

In Society's
Store Of Knowledge

Since_most inventions relate to
the'consumer's everyda-f life (e.g., -,
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Refugee Act

to join him' is entitled to the same
or on, p;role. It authorizes an
1952.51 The Attorney General is
account of race, r:eligion, nationaliadmission
as
the
refugee.''
This
'!ll!ylum
application
by
an
alien
at
authorized
to waive any other
ty, membership in a particular
11
· ((.'ontinued from Paf(P · policy in effect assures Cuban
a port of entry e.vei:i though liemay
grounds of ex9usion on their behalf . group, or political opinion.••
establish that the. allen does not fall
refugees who fled during the Cuban
be coming without documents qr as ' except those relating to national ·
The ap_plication js examined by a
within the Refuge~ Act of 1980.
immi~tion~ -wave of 1980 ·that
a stowaway or a crewman.'" Thjs
security, Nazis, and trafficking in
immigration officer or judge before
Once again the arbitary.discretion · their spouses and/or children can
represeuts a significant change
narcotics...
•
, ·
adjudication of asylum. An adof what constitutes special
evetually immigrate to the United
from the prior law which. imposed
The Refugee Act. of 1980 providvisory opinion from the St~te.
humanitarian concern to the.
States andi receive medical treatstricter l~itations and.narrowed
ed for the first time statutory saneDepartment Bureau of Human
United States is at iS11ue before
•ment as well as benefits entitled
e11gibility, diminishing the number
'tions to the· informal asylum proRights and Humanitarian Affairs ·
- refugee status is granted.
other Cuban refugees involved:m
of re.fugees who could petition for
cedure which had previouslflieen
(BHRHA) is r_e quested . by the
Normal grounds for exclusion are
the exodus.
.,
asylum status..
·
.
developed. Challenges to the inforDistrict Director or Immigration
-, -provisions relatii:tg ,to labor cer- _ Special procedures designated as
The':'concepts of asylum status = mality of this procedure and other
Judge to whom the application is
tifications, subject to being con"Visa 93" have ~n established for
and refu_gee status arejnterrelated,
contention,s-were alfeged _in court
suomitted.••
·
sidered a public charge· for the
the admission of a spouse or a child
but can lie differentiated. "While
proceedings. Including tbe allegaThe District Director makes a
United States government or its, .. following to join an alien admitted
the legal distinction is not clear cut.
tion that persons seeking asylumwritten oecision on any application
_age.ncies,
quota
priority,
as refug'ee. A request for their adit is useful to think of the di(status had full constitutionii.l prosubmitted to him in the exercise of
docume{lts, literacy'.; and medical
mission is made in writing-to the
ferences · this way: Asylum is
tection. This was rejected by the . his descretiqn. Although tliere is no
gra.8uates are all inappl icable when
Immigra_tfon i.t.nd Nat\ll'alization · granted to persons who are already
court... The court denied an entry
appeal from his discr:etion, an approcesslng for alien refugee status.
Service having~iction over'the
in the. United States and want to
app°Iicant full co;n-stitutional_
plication may be renewed before an
The exclusionacy devices .are
alien's.place of.residence, and is acstay. Refugee ~tatus·is.granted to
guarantees, and concluded·that the
Inµnigration Judge in exclusioI\,or
employed to safeguard agai.r\st•
companied by detailed informatio.n
those who are somewhere else, but
Immigration. s.nd Naturalization
deportation proceedings.•• .
potentially undesirable aliens in ac- · and documentary evidence to prowho want to come to the United
Service's asylum procedure created
The various topics ~hich have
cord with the lhimigratiop and Na,
ve the claimed relatiohshiJ.). Upon
States.""
,no new r.ights, but merely imbeen discussed in the body of this
tionality Act of 1952." The Atapproval; tlie Service sends _a n
For those of the Cuban Fortilla,
plemented existing-rights under exartitle include special immigrants,
to~ey µeneral may- waive any
,authorizing "Visa 93" cal>le to the
Congress ha~ enacte.d special
isting immigratio11 laws, -arid, the
conditional entrants, Cuban/Haiother exclusion, provision, on behalf
appropria_te ~erican" Consul, . legislation regwarizing their status
United_Nations Refugee Conventian. entrants, parolees, aliens re•
ofrefu~ for humanitarian purwhere an interview is conductecl
as Cuban/Haitian entrants, grantions and Protocal, which has the
questing asylum, and obviously
poses, to_assure (.~ily unity, or ~ and the >8tatu11 is ~nted -or ting originally a six month. paroie force of a treaty-,and, t_h.e.refore, the refugee .status. The respective
when it is otherwise in the public
denied.'°
,period "!hicli was subsequently.exforce oflaw... The-Protocal provides
statuses have varied in the degree
interest... This reflects the public
If granted, the t9nsulate furtended until a final determination
that ·no signing.stat~ shall return
ofrights and the protection afl'ordP.Olicy the United States has main":
nishes a boii.iding letter authorizwas made as to their status." Affer
a seeker of asylum wlio would face
ed under each provisi_Qn ..However,
tained when dealing with ining travel u, · the United-States,
being released from p°rocessing
a threat to his lifeor freedom ..."on
all have served their purpose; that
llividuals in Ouba'Wno would otherUpon arrival into the United
centers, for a period of one ye~,
account of his· race, religion, nais to provide a"·h aven for those im. "rise be ineTigible, but for the pro- • States, the.Service's cable and conCubari/Haitairi entrants are providtionality, ' membership in a parperiled by war, famine, and by the
~ in the Refugee Act of 1980 ~ -sular boarding letter are sur- · ed SSI; . medicaia., .AFDC, and ticular social group· or political ruthless suppre~ion of human
which grants refugee status. The
rendered to the inspecting officer
emergency assistance under the
opinion."..
, _ • . s:,. spirits. The United Statesbas trai:liActdoes, how.ever, fai._l to ta,ke.into
for inclusion in the-appropriate file.
rules of the state in which they are
Procedurally, an application for
tionally been a beacon for the
account many other troub1ed areas
The officer ii!sues to each entrant
res1ding. Normal Federal-State
asylum is mad!! on a "Request fo_r
homeless and persecuted. "We are
in the global community. There is
a . Fo.tm 1-94, wbich includes a
matcbing funds programs apply.'"
Asylum in the United States" Form
a nation of immigrants and their
~cem and dissatisfactio~ with . . stamp of "Employment. Authoriza-. · The Cuban/Haitain entrant status
I-589, including__ the applicant's
and daughters: No nation. ..yith
the." criteria _g_o verning refugee
tjon" for~ employable alien and
has 'allowed them to remain in..the
spouse and child in tpe same peti·
such ltistory can turn its back on
a_llocations. This dissent is reinforcanotber stamp indicating that the • United--States and becon:i-e .eligible
tion. The-petition should be accomits own tradtions without l'osing
- ed wJien the disproportionally low
entrant has been granted asylum
for certain benefits, but does not
_panied with a ·Foi;m G-325 which
• something of its soul."" ·
.
number of .Africans adnlitted as ' for a one ·y ear period. A spouse pr
provide fhe sta~. or benefits· ac-details.biographical data on the apThis should continue to be t he
refugees aruiually is examined...
child who is defined under the imcorded to those .admitted · as
plicant, and a fingerprint.chart for"
stand the United States maintains.
Given the economic and political
migr:ation laws" as an alien and is
refugees -<l"r granted polrtical
each individual includoo in the apHowever; such a,policy may have
precept, it is highly unljkel)' an.d- , 'granied JBYltim and who otherwise
asylum.•• This. action, 'though. af- ·
plication who is fourteen years or
far reachin1{ consequences. In the
too controversial that-an open door
· was not.efigiole under tbe·general
fords these- C;upans the asyl)llll
older...
.
past several . years the United
,P!)licy will beimplepiented. A-mere
provisi~ns
asylum, is granted
category in which they can take
If exclusion or deportation •proStates has received' hundreds of
conservati\'e approach is.preferred
the same status as the alien, if acf
steps to adjust their legal status in
ceedings have noj. been initiated
· thousands of refugees for resett lein· light of the congestion ,in · companying or following to join
the United · States. Those aliens
against the applicant, the petition
ment, including over 125,000unex~mestic.job and housffigmarkets, · such alie~a
who are granted asylilin stii.tus will
is · filed in triplicate with the
pected Cuban entrants in 1980. The
,thesubstim~costtothe~rer
Asylum. is another means by
beeligibletoadjusttheirstatusto • District Director.!! The applicant - DepartmentofHealthandServices
of refugee aid and the growmg
which an alien _may be legally adlawful permanent residents after
.has the burden of proof to establish
has authorized $600 Million l9
~rcej>tion that other countries
mitted to the United States. It is
one year."° A maximum of 5,000
that he is unable or unwilling to
refugee activies; $36 million of
should hav~ a ~ in the burden
the functional equivalent'ofrefugee - authorized refugee admissions can
return to and.is unable or 1,mwillwhich had io be requested from
.of'.amelior.ating 1l ~roblem'that is
status. This status,inay-be·granW
be made, av.aiJ~le for.,-such ad- .,_, · ing-to ,avail_hilpself of'. the protec
emergency- supplemental legisla•
nt,iaHy _global m na~-.,.T he - at -the discretion of the Attorney _ iustments oi'- status •each- year.
tion of the country of his nationali- • tj on hi 1980.••- However, as
l_,.m.mi~. ,aa4i._N~ ~t'if', the' A ~ l • Those . gTanted asyl.um,- like
ty ,-oT u -h e .\iaano nat'ionality,-th.e
Sehetary-~uskie- pointed· out at
t1o~I'VlcehasTavored a more m- · determines that such alien is a • ret\1gees, are not subject to the excountry in_which he ha~itufly
that time, we must keep in mind
~~idual ap_pr~ach, whe!e ap~fug_ee..'" An alien thus physical-_
clusio.nary pr9visions of the lmresided because of persecution or a
that-this question is as compelling
plicants
!11'8 J"8Vlewed ona else by - atazy'presept
in the
United--States
or
and
Nationality
of
well founded fear.of
persecution
'HJ.!•·
I 11
case
basis.•
bomeport
o1erttry,
irrespective
_migration
..:,_ _ _
__
_ _ _ _Ac!;
...,.__________
..;;._
_ _ _ _on
_ _ _ _ _ICimri11111•,I
.;,.._ _ _""
_l_
~------

.

•

a

sons

a

for

To actually implement into realiofsuch alien's status, can apply for
ty the Congressional .mandate of
asylum following the procedure
assuring family unity to refugees'- established by t)!.e · Attorney
as a priority, the. statute ~
:.. • General... The alien in the United .
that -the spouse'" or child.. of a
-States. may ap~y for asylum, even
refugee, aocompal!-ying or following , if he is hereJ llega!ly, te~porarily
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1. Handwritten deeds·.
42. - - ~ut (put~n ~ -show)
75. .Socia1 guests,
10. ~efore (comb.) ·
48. She has the do}Ver
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44. Re-route
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:
_Harris (lQ& _U.S. G29)
32. Word-•WJth""\ noug-bt•·anct. tnen~ 62, Sibhog ~abbr.)
,
- 108. ProsecutQr ·
tion~a'~-;. ~ ··
'. ·: ;,,.,!>4- •It presupposes knowledge r··l04. The' Restatement would
84, AMssile _in some PQll~Uo~. - ~61 · B~rq_ers. on 89 ~cr~ss
call it: "ab-normally·
; ~s!s (~ords)
, 6 8;-!thte_'(!f Corfneldl U~~v.
~.
da~gerous"
····
·
;l_o. Gou~terclaims
,
· . 70- -• ~ ru_1e .9 ,.a ec~~J~
..
·
38. German woman's title .
71, Mouths_
105: Judicial-remarks made in
39.· Racer A.J.
· 7:l: Hospital e mployee .
pas s_ing
~
.:
, 41, What compris~ Biackacre
74. ·Point in the direction of
.

t

·· ·

u· s

-

. .

·nowN • ·

-

:1. Gene~a1ly ina'dmissi"b1e· testl:
,

.

·

.

..

. ~. -~"'. _ .-.

mony
· · 11. Decay
35. Flying saucers
2.1Circular· paths
- 12. City on the rnames
37. Whirlpool
a. Acc. to F.R. Civ. Proc. 15(a) 13. . Po.ssible slogan for a Legal 40. rrosser's subject
GO. Et law (coll ..)
78. Disaster· signal
a party needs it"to 3:mend ,a f7_
Aid Bi.Jreau
·
. 43. Assemble ti.-oo~s
G8. Me~sure of ,electi-ic:al ·resist- -· 81. . Opera melody
te1· twenty d11,ys
· 14. Bi·own v. BcL - ~ ..:__--=- 45. Those who utilize
'nnce
82. No longer woi·king (abbr.)
- 4.. The cr-owd at~unnymeade . .,, (,1954 Con. Law' case} (abbr.) -46. What was being regulated in- 65: Contineiit •in' Western~Hemi-• 84. Lasso
_
(4 words) -,
. ·
- l5. Thr; e vo.wels . • , .: r
· . famous 1934 police P?Wel' case , sph ere
•
· 85. Cabbage
5. Plaintiffi~ abortion case~. : ' l G:· ·That·inan
-;;" · •
-;4-~- Eject:_
l',6'. An.other name for White ·..
86.-- Purpose Ru1e
6. What--admn-alters hope _therr- 19_ .Not a frequent event:.t<"
<49_ G. I_. . . • .
-.
Slave Tl'affic Laws •
88. Clue
• .ships will ~on~inue:!° s~y ·~-ZO. McDo.ugal's seecialty
;~ Ne.w ·England'l St~e
{;'" 6~: ' ()ppo-~it~ of 55 A,c"i-o~s'.
!H. Nothing
7. Animal slon
·. ·
jf
_ . , ., 71. ' Supreme Comt ~ess1011
92. Station· (abbr.)
2 2. A.L.~ .. .,f!:Supp., •etc.
5;s· J~s , · · · '., _
8. Cf. 88 Across.·• =~, 2 6 ·,Dialect'·· ·
_ : :·
•7- 72. W.Y:L.S, prof and equity com.
9a. Affirmative
9. One of Wes t:~ reporter.a ! : 28: French'nlan's title._· (ijbbi·.) ·
, . fefiJ.fiC:St~ .....s~$':~'m~, ,hotd~-•~ .
mentator · ·
.- , .
!15. Baron's title
✓ (abbr.)
-?:- 1 zo. Saiibi'"~{LMin)
x1ght of entry (abb1.}
• 76. Create~· _ • _
t_ 96. And others (Latin)
·
·
Co~ ~~1e}.:t.f.
· 771
-101. .Yes·to· a Spaniard i
11!, Liqui.d nieasu1·e (abJ>r.)
_., · _-:13:·...Refund.ing---tabb1·.>).;,;_q: ·"' ~- -' f..u.
- i.&.t;;c;~.~
stand'mg _

y ,-.

t.

I'!~!

'·
I

\
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EQUITAS

,, ,.,,,;,,,,,,d .from l'afl<' 1,1(,
and the extent to which other ~un-

this ~ e cliscretio~ary tool, the
refugee cejling on admission·into
lSSUe 18 a question which penetrates
the l)Jiited States "{a& tripled for
to the heart 0£0\1,l" history as a nathe year, 1980. The 50,000 ceiling
tion which cherishes and upholds
for that year was abolished and the
numan rigbta...and no nation
Cuban exodus oould only have Qeen
which sees itself as a champion of
compared with the · Indonesian
human rights can maintain it4
wave of 1875 when 175,000
credibility unless it is willing to
refugees were admittecl. ·
~elcome in the name of human
The Cuban immigration wave
rights~ who have been oppre88'·
_ed an_d persecuted...
·
clearly· benefited with the implementation of the Refugee Act of
\980. With its promulgation. the
- Th.is certainly.reflects the official .
narrow definition found' in the Impolicy offerl!d by the Sfate DeP,Brlmept. What must be examined in ..___ migration and Nationality Act of
1952 was broadened ancl subse:
detail js how closely this directive
quently provided much needed
is being carried.oui andwho are the ~
refugee assistance programs for
beneficiaries 0£ those policy conthose Cubans and Haitians admitsiderations. If the noble iileal is car. teg as Cuban/Haitian entrants bet-~.
ried out then equitably then there
can never be an objec;tion to such .. ween the 21st of April 1980, and ·~
the extended cutoff date, the 10th
policy. But if the use bf subjecttve
of October '1980.
criteria without uaiformity are
For · the Cubans, the current
made the basis for the exclusion of '
legislation provided them with a
many who may·well derserve sanction and who are afforded no pro- · ~n1que advantage in our immigration statutory scheme. Their oppor·
tection, then maybe it is time that
tunity-should bf:! extended to other
a truly-comprehensive system be
promulgated. The United States~ · nations who ·are·siniilarly situated:
If such a policy could be carried out
should not have to bear the burden
equitably{ not only the ·Cubans,
alone. However, 1t shoµld 5e the ag-who have established.an important
gressive leader i!' organizing interprecedent, but many other nation
national oommittees to resolve the
eta~ may benefit-who are so well,
world refugee situation.
deserved.
·
~ it's. pJ'!lcti~ aspElCt. The refugee

· If Congress on the other hand, in
its pie~ authority over in¥nigration issues, choose to fix an-annual
limi~ of somewhere- between
500,000 and 1,0()0,000 fo the total
number of all immigrant admissions granted, jt would provide no
flexibilityfor the Jldmissi of aliens
who are of tru.e humanituian ooncern to the United States. It would
violate the spirit of past United
States~public policy considerations.·
which have long favored an orderly flow of immigrants into the
United States. It certainlj would
re~nt a serious statutory impediment for the admission of
refugees and.would indicate to the-world that the United States is no
l onger able to live up Wits com_mitments as. a source of ~om
and opportunity for those who seek
a new and better life in ~erica.M
~e current policy objective of the •
~1te Ifouse and President Reagan
lB to adhere to ~e Refug~ Act of
1980 and continue the refugee p~
~8:'118 ~ scheduled, admitting indivtduals on a case by case basis except as otherwise designated. The ·
A ~ t i o n wishe,i to maintain
the SJ)irit of the United States as a
symboL of ~ m and opportunity. Pl;esident~ advocates the
ord~[y flow of immigrants into the
U~t.ed States pursuant to the immigration laws and procedures an\l
_stresses reprisals for those whb
wish-to abridge those laws...

::

.

fa co_nclusion, the Refugee Act of
1980 directly provided the
' statutory language which permitted the arrival of 125,000 Cubans .
under the President's direction· and
Congressional approval in order to"
be classified as .immigrants of
special humanitarian concern to •
the United States! By the use of

tries .are admitting and assisting
refugees.
13. 16. WEEKI..Y ·t:oMP PRES.
DOC. 819 (May 1st, 1980)
14. See: Patorovic's v. Morff, 260
-F. 2d. 610 (2 Cir. 1958), and Matter of M.B., 8 IN. 406 (1959).
15. 8 u.s.c. 1151 (1965)
16. H.R. Rep. No. 745, 89th C~ng.,
1st Sess. (1965), ·and S. Rep. No.
748, 89th Cong., 1 Sess. (1965). .
17. 8 U.S.C, 1151 tl965).
· .
18. Id.
t9. 8 U.S.C. 1151 (1965), as amended _b y Pub. L. Ni>: 95.-412 (1978).
20. Id.
' 21. Id., as amended by Pub. L. No.
96-212 (1980):
22. Id.
•
23. Footnote No. 17, infra.
24. 8 U.S.C. 1151(1965), as amended by Pub. L. No. 96-212 (1980).
25..8 CFR·207.1 (1981).
:26. 8'CF.R 207-(1981).
"27. 8' u.s.c. 1255 (1966).
28. 50 l:J.S.C. :App. 1951 (1948).
29. DEPI'. OF STA~BULL. No.
--2041 (Aug; '80). \ 30. Sbubash v. District Director
450 F. 2d345 (9th Cir. 1971). •
31. DEPI'. OF STATE BULL. No.
204_1 (Aug. '80). .
32. 8 U .S.C.1151 (1965), as amend. ed ·by Pub. L. No. 96-212 (1980).
33. Id.
.
34. Id.
.
35. U.S; News and World Report,
Oct. .13th, ,1978, at 63, ancl New
• F()()'J'NOTES
Republic, Sept. 27, 1980.
1. 8 U.S.C. (1965);
am;nded by
36. U.S. News and World.Report,
tlie Act o( Ma.rcq 17th, 1980, Pub.'
SUPX'!l·• at 60. ·
~
L. No. 96-212 (1980). ·
37. 8 U.S.C. 1101•(8) (85) (1952).
2 . .See: 51 Int. Rel. 312 (1980): _
38. 8"11.S.C. 1101 (b) (1) (1952).
3. 15 WEEKLY COMP. OF PRES.
39. 8 JJ.S.C. 1151 (1965), as amendnoc.-1889 (Sept~ 21, 1980).
ed by Pub. L. No: '96-212 (1980). '
4. Gorden and Rosenfield Im40. 58 lnt,,Rel. 62 (1981)
.,migration Law and Procedure
"41. 8 lJ.S.C. 1101 (a)' (35), (b) (1)
Section I, 2.~ (i);
'
(1952), 8 U.S.O. 1101, part 208
5. Id.
. (1952).
6. Id. '
42. 8 U.S.C. 1101(1952), at part 208
, 7. 50 U.S.G. .App. J951 (1948) 50
(a). Defint8 gener al asY.lum
U.S.C. App. 1971 (1953), R.R. Rep. f procedure.
·
Nb: 10066, 87th Gong.,1st Sess.( ).
43. 8 :U.S.C. 1151 (1965);--as·ame~d8. 8 U.S.C. 1151 (1965), as 8;IJlend.~
ed_by ~b. L. No. 96-212"(1980), Imed by Pub. L. No. 96-212(1980). The
migrat1on·and Nationality Act of
definitin of "refug~• herein:
1952, Section 101(a)(42)(a)(l952).
amends the term as found in 8
44. 8 U.S.C. 1101, part 208(195.2).
4 5, Id.
U.~.C. p0l (a) (42) (1965), as well
,
as m 22 U.S.C. (1980)which related
46. DEPI'. STATE BULL. No. 2034
_to refugee assistance policy.
(Jan.'80). Mr. Warrenehristopher
9. Kaplan v. Tod, 267 U.S 228
Deputy Secretary.of State.
'
(1925), cf: Ma v ..Barber.357U,S .
47. 15 WEEKLY COMP. of ORES,
185 (1958). Lawful permanent . 1¥)C. 1889 (Sept. .21,,1980).
resi(\ence status is not authorized · 48. DEPI'. STATE BULL NO. 2034
under parole. admission.
(Jan. '80).
_ , ·
f
10.·15WEEKLYCOMPOFPRES
49. Id.
,
DOC. 1889 (Sept. 21,-'1980)
.
50. 8 CFR 207 (1981).
·u. 8 U.S.C. 1151 (19i35) as amend, 51: 8 U.S.C. 1151 (1965), as amended by Pub. L. No. 89-736. (1966).
ed by Pub. L.~o. 96-212 (1980)
This legislation established a two
52. 8 U.S.C. 1101 (1952).
year probationary period before ad53. Pierre v • United States, 547
justment of status could be
F. 2d. 1281 (1977).
commenced.
54. DEPI'. STATE BULL. No. 2034
12. Id. Defines "apprQpriate con- · . (Jan. '80). "
55- Id.
sulation" as discussions between
camnet level representatives and
56. 8 0FR 208.2
members oftheCoimnitteeson the
57. 8 CFR 208.1, 8 CFR 208.3(a).
Judiciary of the ~nate anp House · 58. 8 CFR 208.5
of Representtives concerning the
59, 8 CFR 208.7
nature of the refugee slfuation at • 60. 8 CFR'. 208.9
hand. Specifically,-the discussion is
61. DEPI'. ·STATE. BULL. No.
to co'ver the numbe aDd Allocation ". 2044 {Nov.. 80).
elf refugees admitted,'th~ proposed . 62.~Id.
63
plans for refugee movement and
· Id.
reset;tlement, an analysis of the an." · 64· Id.
ticipated lmpact on foreign policy . 65. DEPI'. STATE BULL No. 2054
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100 Centre
Stre'e:t
Michael G. Marinangeli
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~he only pe1's on. that appears,
The -court reporter closed his
if any, is a friend or · parent
eyes and napped between trials.
to pay the fine.
The bailiffs s ~ bhµlkly ~to·
The bailiff continues to drone
space; while the assistant · out the same charges against the
District Attorney picked bis nose.
hoards of continually arriving
·To the right sst a.dozen suspects
suS'p~ts - mugging assault,
who e~changed questionable glanc:
prostitution, drug sales. The
es with the arresting police
motions and objections are inofficers. In the spectator.gallery
variably ·the same,
and
lounged a variety of-individuals
sometimes the little old ma.n
inclu<,lii!g a bag lady, a fe~
puts his, head between his hands
released criminals and a couple
and quietly waits until bot h
of acquitted suspe.cts. There
sides . haye stated their case.
were others there just ,,to view
Only when a new argument is
the proceedings or to keep warm
from the late night gusts. Above . made or strange facts asserted
(eg. " May I impress upon' yo~
·this flourescent lit scene sat a
honor the fact that Ms. Salvia
little.old man. in an open black
has -seven' kids at home to suprobe, who shuffled papers and
-port) does the little old man peek
tried to keep everything funning
between his .fingers and stare at
,s m~thly.
th?. s~eaker. Without any
"Docket number 10·89
h~~1ta~10'1, ..or
in
depth.
Janet Salvia, prostitution"
~uss1ons with the suspects, he
"Docket number lQ-90 Reginald
qwckly sentences or releases the
Smith, auto theft", "Docket
individual defendants. The bsiliff
number 10-91, Steve.n Morgan,
then directs-the defendant to the
Narcotics". With those introduc-'.
recording clerk, where fines are
ti?ns from µie bailiff, the defen·
p~id and rele~se papers are
dants rise from their seats and
given. He then approaches the
quietly, if not remorsefully, apassistant I;IA, between nose
' proach · the bench. They are
P,iclts, for the next batch of
brought · here directly from the
People v.
·
" comscene of. arrest or from their
plafnt s ~ then resumes with
holding cells on Rikers Island.
his "Docll:et number" introducThey are charged with. a crime
tions.
•
and the{!. either released or sen•
This is the scene-in one of the
tenced by the little old man with
courtrooms in the criminal courbag6 under his eyes. Each
thouse in Manhattan. S~ days a
su_spect is prosecuted~by. the
twenty ·four hours a day
same assistant D.A., and each week,
with short breaks at 1 pm, 6 pm:
one is defended by the same .!D1a _I}. am for food ~d t hought,
Legal Aid or court appointed atJustice continues to be e:xpountorney. This is of COIJJ1le 'true
deci' 'for the be nefit' of the
unless the .~ t s can afford to
.,. hire their o~ private attorney. · "People". If your oored. and
~'"'.e nothing to do, 1· strongly
None df the suspects here can.
recommend that ,you attend one
The arresting police officer is
of ·the shows a·t 100 Centre
usually
present
for
the
~tr~t.f rhere are no lines· sna
prosecution. He is used to swear
l b lB ~ _
longest running• .show
to t}i.e truthfulness., ·or the . af,
.
fidavit charging· the . suspect · '?ff-off Broa-«:lway.
with a crime. For the · defe11:~ ,

Oopst
It was repo'1ed last month that Dean Shaprlo would
resign· in June. This is _incorrectt Dean Shapiro . will
resign In June.
·
-.·

.136 Wesr Broadway
•
...._

.• t,

•

,. / -{.(

SHRIMf>, SCALLOPS, W~ITfNG, ·s oLE
served fresh daily·
at ·
v~ry reasonable prices
OPE~:-M<;>nday .- Tryursday 10:30 a.rrr. to 6:00 p .m.
_~Fn(!ay
•·· 10:00 -a.m. to 6:30 p .m.
,. Satur~ay ~ Sunday closed
·

THA.NKSOIVING

~49-5~75
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J Ctin1i1111P1/ [nmr l'a~" 11,J,,,.
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v•

(15) 20 U.S.C. 1703-fet'" 1!8Q. • ' Board· of Eaucation of the City
(1974). The provision ~ t . of)le1l\ York, 394 ~- Supp. 1161
for purposes of Natio~l( ~
J- (S~
b ~N':'Y. 1975); Rios vs. Read,
discrimination is Sec. 1703 (ff. 'Ti
'l6 ·F.RD. '."5'89 ~ ,D: N.Y. 1977);
mandates educatione.!, ,!lgeD~,.--...J ~H!~n J.v s. Brentwood U. Free
to take "appropriat& action'', ti>'· Sch. Dist., 455 F.-Supp. 57 (E.D.
overcome laqguage- ba{r:iers that
N.Y. 19J8); Otero __vs._ Mesa
Impede E!Clu!llparticipatjon by its _ County Valley Sch. Dis~ No: 51,
students in the instructional . 408. F. Sµpp:_J62°(D~ CoL-,197-5):
-program offered. . •
~ ~....
_ Guada}upe Org~"ln<:·• -vs: Temple
(16) Unit.eel $tat.es Commission Elem. Sehool,.587 F. 2d ~022 (9th
on Civil Rights: -A bettir chance cir.
1978). • . . Re~g
to learn:. ~ Bilingual/Bicultw:al desegrega~ion suits m which the
Education i75 (1-975): .
~
issue of bilingual educati~n. was
117) Cordasco. Supr.a:
•_ ,
raised, see Morgan vs. Kerngan,
Rough incomplete, tne' ' 401 F. Supp. 216 lD. .Mass. 1975);
followµig, cases, will proyide : a~
Eva~ v.s~ Bµ'<hailan,. 41{?,,_ F-:
use&fidi.NM:tion for·asses~ the
Supp. 328 (D. Del· 1976); Umted
case law after Lau vs. Nic~ols..ln
States vs. Texa11 Education
this ·i-egilrd, See Serna vs. Por'! Agency, 522··F. 2d 380 (5th _cir. tales Municipal Schools, 351 F.
1976); Keyes vs. Sch;·Dist. No. 1,
SuRP'. .1277 (I~." New Mex. 19'{2);
Denver, Colorado,'.-413 U.S. 189
Asira of N~ll' ,York, Inc., vs.
(19731. • •,
' · ·
0

~- ~~~•e11:~~y
t"'•
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Evidentiary Play on Hans Afp's - Yes. Butwhere is the smell coming
No. Concentrate.· Locate yourself.
' MOUNTAIN TABLE ANCHORS, from?
., : '
.~
'mte m~ible· is b_reathihg alJ
NAVELt.obeperf'omiedbyonepe'r''Next .B1:1J1UD~r." . _
•
.
around me."
son with two voices
,.. .Ven--well. Then water is'in ,f ront
No. The.aids-not allowed. '
Firsf..sef'thetable:·Canyou.put.a n ofyou. Feel yoorfeet-: Concentrate.
"Yes. The air is allowed. I feel it
on it?Yeir. A navel orange. What is Beneath· Y0!_17 ' .
•
on my right ana on· my left. .
• Oan you put a -goat. on it? Yes:
."~. The warm,~d. Sweet' lit•
Behindnieandbeforeme.Above··
There are goatson-a-mountain.:Can
. tle,grains. I can fllt!l...oh1 ~ fee1
me. Inside·me. Rocking me. Stop.
put a fisli.oli it? No. Yes. Can ·. eve.~li~le '!le~e_, en~ tingle...a
I center myself;"
, "'°
00
u p-ut a: hat on it?:No. ,. ';, • .. dehCJ.<!US ~ e in my .lll\~el...oh
Yes. No. Remember ,yourself.
, ...Meft:".a hat on the mountain, ,I am_soanng...Is that ,1t? .
~ 'Inside the'warm seasons_;,
Yes. You can put a hat oll"iL But Enough. .Stop flapping, up and
And? •
"
please be-seated at th-etable•. No 4!0~-~it-'ati-tli~ t,able: wh~re. you
-'1Outside-the-warm seasons.''
mere· ~ your' left.. Right. th~re: were ~re:: ~o mo~ to the nght.
Locat.e yourself. In the cold seasons.
Perfect. Centerecl So .now'that you' Focus your eyes.
__. ·
"Sitting -at my ~ble.' Fplding
aresitting_whereare.you·goingto
"Oooo.?~ iffd·never seen· an
myself into myself. Mrutjng a
p'ut,tlie-lnountain? • . . «
orange. . .
• • _,
"tlameJ nmy•uaYel." ., '
"Where I •left it the'last ·time,"
No'. look straig1it ruiead'.
.
lmagin.ing...mountains.
mountain is behind you. ·Okay. _; "'Tbe little boat'with no onewav•
" No. No,t that."• ,
No.w you.·are sested at the ·table
. ing on it."
--.-. . -~ . '
Imagining mountains.
with tne. mountain .,l>ehind you. Yes, The boat. Where lB ~t gq_ing?
''No. Not necessary." Concentrate. Locatewhereyou,-are.
''Rockiiiggently in tlie:.11hadow of
Ah.
,·
''I•hear the.waves.'' .. · ..
the mountafii."
• ' 1Wait. I have it:Inside me. One
Yes. When did.you· 1ast hear the Yes. Thesliadow of~he~ountain..
mountain. The one!! misplaced.
waves?·
i;-,.
Now-stand'Op anchvalk.oyer t.o the
Long· time ago."
V 'ffie warm'1J,'a cation j.n a boat.." water. ~ t e- y~rself. In 'the
Place?
.
_
Very well.,But\vhen did you leave 'w.a~.
, .. •·- '
'"'A cl\ild lost on a mountain.,.lya fl!t on the..mountain? ~. •
'My shadowID the shadow olthe
ing ~t~-navel against nave~o (
_"Ah. AtlA!r ancboring. I. ~~ ,. .., ~~¥!~ Movi~}~.,! ~~ater. • Urth:..ear •against· ear ' of ~
Perfect. Concentrate.... Locate
.~
an ancli~r.
,
' • •~ J L,dark-myst:e_cy·v'oice in tlie
yourself.
. Good. Return to the ta)>1e. '.No. More
ear...'h umming olc;i woman
"I smell the waves.••
to the left.'A fraction to the right.
voice...now·Iost...running around

orange

:i.;t :~~;tf:..;:

J -~A•: ,;...;_-;: ·-"··'-!,,,~ ·,.;,.,-,-;;,~~3:'.; ~

l

;

• ..-,

..

Q

•

trees. ..each· the •same... no way
Yes. Even that. Fold.
out." •·· •
.
, ·
'.'l~foldingup.they.,all:,rith its
Concentrate.
,.,
picture of.the mountain and.the
. ('Around° and"m:_ound. Sµ,p.''.
. little boat. I-am putting it away
But,the waves. , ..
inside. the table. I am·sitting at
~,yes. Thtsound and the smell o(
my table.''
·
waves. Behind me. Below me/ '..
Now.you may-start.
More to the right. . •
- "I remove tlie ·skin from the
"Yes. Below me. Before me. The•
orange. I am eating .the ~range
litle boat. Rocking in the shadow
slowly."
of the mountain.'' ,.,
.
Goc,>d. Slowly. ~ ,
Perfect.: & now you are sitting at
· "lremovetheskinti:omthegoat.
• t.he tabJe.
.
..
,And the bones from the fish."
"Sitting 1n the"iniadle of the litGood: Sicfwly:
' tie 'boat. · The invi; ible is·
"i am tasting everything on the
breathingallaioundme: Ifeelit
.table.".
on my~right and :OP my..,. ~~fi.
Locateyourself: -~
Behind me and before nie. Above
.'.'Inside all the seasons."
-me andiruiide .me. ROC'king me."
And?
•'
.
&.member yourself in~ the rold , "Outs'ide all tlie seasons-.'!
seasons: :
. Put the weather away.'
.
"A)ittle-,removed from where I
. ''I am putting away the part of
· w~ before. And the walls..."
time closest to me." •
Not n ~.
The h!!_t?
• '·
~
~•yes,· The walls. ·In tbe cold
"Not necessaey. Into the table."
seasons-. :I'hey are always -the
The-table?
sa,n:ie.'" , .'
-. , ·~ "What?"
Gonce9.t rate~F~JIS y2ur eyes. Put
The table?
Jthlie..lJ.aJls_~Y,: ~at_'s ri!~~- F~lg
''Is that'itJ_'.' -, ,
em .':11'·
. -:
. •,
.,
,..._
"But the wall with the picture on
it.:'•
•
_ ..-:

B•.A.LL.S.A'. C ~ Day
,·
On the 5th of.November 1982 .., Robinson, who hss great- exper•
tise · in Employee .Retirement, Inc
B_ALLSA he!d its Gareer Day at
come Security; Edna Wells,- is a
N: Y.L~S. '.flie· program was a
. prosecutor in the U.S. Attor·
success ' for both BALLSA and
ney's office, and teacher with the
t he NY_I,.S community.' The
Learning Skills Center· in New
Career Day presej:ited a unique
York City; Manuel Pobron, _an
opportunity to ieview. various
attorney with the Legal Aid
aspects of minorities and . the
legal profession. It served as a
Society; Victor Olds, and
source of meaningful contacts,- · Qaphne Fuller, both attorneys
and, _provided answers on difwith the Attorney Generals Of.
ferent areas of the lsw. ·
fice; Gregory Tillman, tax
It was a· truly insightful ex-.
Referee with _the N.Y.C. Depar•
tment of Firuiiice; Prof. Roach,.
perience for all concerned.
Represen_ted were Luis Degraffe;
former Judge ·with the City of
Director
of
Education - New·-York, an full time professor
PRLDEF; Paulette ·Brow~
at St. Johns Law S_chool. We are,

all grateful- f~r their participation and insight. Instrumental in Career Day
were Judy 'Merit, Co-chairperson
and Lila Kirton, Secretary who
organized the event.
The emphasis was on
aggressiveness . and -making up
one's mind early in one's lsw
career, . as well as a need for
specialization which increases
the students marketability. The
need for minority educators was
stressed, so as to act as positive
role model and further encourage
minority enrollments nation
wide.
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--~:'-SEAGULL VILLAGE.
.

·Chinese Cafeteria
·72 Puan~ Street
NY· t0007 "
'\
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. ;, ..J:,~R.LATI.ERS .· '

.

"(1) Exotic-Curry Chiclcen
•' ·":~·~-:: 2 :77~ · (2)-Q!l.fcken Chow Mein,.__ _ __ _--"-2.31
(3) Sizzling Chicken Cubes
'~·-::<•;' 2.77 (4)Qeep Fried .Chicken Wings
.31
(5) Exotic Curry Beef
'. _:",;:, -:-- 2.Tl :(6) Pepper Steak With Onions
.77
(7) Hunan Beef With Scallion'- ·~..... · 2 .77 • (8f Beef With Broccoli
.77
(9) Swe.e( ai']_d Sour~Porl<:.
-:/ : , ..2.31 . : (10) Bart?equed Spare Ribs
.77
(11) RQ.ast -Pork with String BeiiDS'~ . 7 7 -;:-~(12)· Vegetaria_
n Deligh
.77
~--:
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.,. - . "'· ;._ ASK FOB OUR DAILY
.
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SPECIALS·

monday:
1.on!fTlme Sweet.and Sour Shrlmps,_ _ __ __ 3,00
tuesday: - J., S~re Ribs· with Black Bean• .
·•
3.00
_ wedne.sday: -Saute Port< with Chinese. Cabbage
3:00
thursday: . .:Chicken:; ·with ·arocoll .
· ,
3.00
frlday:"
Cantonese
Lobst~r Sauce
'.3.00
, Shrimps with
"·
.
...

..

-

,;

Open Mon. - Fri.
,Breakf~st. s::fo
~ Din.ner 4-9 p.m.
ju ~ - -

I

_ _.~

-4.: - ..

a.m.
._

~

:

~

-

Papl6

EQUITAS,

/

, .
·,

-,

•

'

<

Carol Dancy :'_ - ·.. Sarildra Harris : · · - ,
·Tam Bryant · · ·• -.,: IVi~ria Paoli . ·
Regine ~Dely · :
:Joan aocina . __ ·
. ,
;
. _ · ,Hope Douglas
· David Newfe_
l d _· · · - -~
· Le0t1ard Fasano
· Mitchen Krause .
·Lori Odelsori
~ayes Young · , ·. .. .
- ~Jonathan Symer Lisa-Murphy · · .
Migoei Fittipaldi Allen Parker. ~ . : . '( ·· .
Frank Scagluso : John Petitiof:l
Charles -T . Richard ..Stephanie Stricker
4017111 Ave., Sulte62 e New York,-N.Y. 10001
Betty Konopka
-F:lobert Smith J3a~bara,- RoVV,bo~
'\
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